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Attache', g sleek, black horse from
Mayfield won the top Open Five Gaited
trophy, While a little blond, pig-tailed
school girl from Rives, Tenn., won the
hearts of those lathe crowd, as the final
night of the 1978 Kentucky State Charity
Horse Show ended Saturday.
The win for Attache', rated a top
horse in the state and potential Kifia7-
Welty state winner, marked the sealed •
CROWD PLEASER tittle Stacey McCorknel ectives, Tenn„ tiding
Willion's Masterpiece, turned out to be a crowd—pleaser Saturday-during
tharlinal-night of the Kentucky State Charity Horse Show in Murray. The lit-
tle girl guided the horse to a first place win in the Juvenile Walking Horse
Class. Ovet 4,000 persons attended the Friday and Saturday horse show at
West Kentucky livestock Show and Exposition Center. Over 240 horses
aweepeawias42 dolmas, - Photuroau.  eage..14i 
Calloway County High's junior
varsity speech team completed a
vcitory sweep for coach Larry England
and the high school, capturing the first
state championship ever for a county
high school Junior varsity team.
The Lakers won the Kentucky State
High School Speech League State
Tournament during the weekend with
128 sweepstakes points, over second
place Glasgow which amassed 104
points. Trigg County came in third with
64.
Over 472 students from 57 high
schools throughout the state competed
for top honors.
The win marks the second state
speech title brought back to Calloway
County High in the last two weeks.
Calloway -County Varsity Speech
Team are state champions for the
second year in a row.
• Seven junior varsity team members
received individual honors. Four of the
seven awards received were first
places. Kim Marr won first in broad-
casting. Danny Lamb ,received first
place in extemporaneous speaking.
Marcia Cunningham placed first in
prose and Ben Brumley was awarded
first place in storytelling.
Kim Weatherford received awards in
two events placing, third in public
speaking and in extemporaneous
speaking. Louis Zimmerman was third
In discussion. Other team members
qualifying for final competition were
Anita Smith and Sandy White.
The state champs were welcomed
home Saturday night by the Calloway
County Fire-Rescue Squad and the
Murray City Police along with parents
and other supporters of the team.
Coach Larry England expressed his
appreciation af the large amount of
support given to the varsity and junior
year in a row. Lee Shipman rode the
Crowd-pleaser owned by Mr. and Mrs.
Julian B. Thomas of Mayfield.
f- Attache' captured the Frank A.
Stubblefield Memorial Challenge Cup
. and carried home $180 first place
. money. Wing Recruit, ridden by James
Nichols of Benton, and owned by
Wallance and Hummert of Benton,
captured second place in the 32nd class.
Little Stacey McCoirell of Rives,
Tenn., turned out to be a winner in both
the hearts of the crowd and in her glass
early Saturday night. The Youngster
captured first place honors aboard
Wilson's Masterpiece in. the -.fusee&
Walking Hoese-Class, , 
Murray -Rotary Club and the Sigma -
Department of Murray_Woman's Club
sponsored the "Friday and Saturday
night show at West Kentucky livestock
Show and Exposition Center.
Two hundred and forty entries from
12 states and Canada came to the show.
Az estimated 4,000 people came both
nights, according to a spokesman.
Proceeds from the two night-event go-
to eacheach club's assorted charities. --
Wayne Tharp of Hohenwald, Tenn.,
judged the walking horse events during--
-the show, while ,Clon Harris, Simp-
sonville, judgethe gaited horse clans:-
With the former junior world's
champion Attache' winning the Open
Five Gaited trophy, Master Design,
ridden by John Hartley and owned by T.
E. Roberson of Eldorado, Ark., won the
Open Walking Horse Class.
Dream Street Dude, ridden by James
Nichols and owned by Debbie Hager-
man of Owensboro, captured the top
Open Three Gaited Horse class and the
Simmons Challesge--.-Trophy Saturday.-
night.
Other first- place winners from the
Saturday night and Friday night shows
include:
• See HORSE SHOill -
TOP PRIZE — Lee Shipman, atop Attache', is pictured receiving a top Open Five Gaited trophy for first place in the
final class of Saturday night's part of the 1978 Kentucky State Chants, Horse Show in Murray. Miss Mary Smock hands
him the first place ribbon. Also ke the picture (from left) are Miss Laurie Cuss, Tim Brown and ringmaster James Cole
of Nashville. Attache' captured the Frank A. Stubblefield Memorial Challenge Cup for the second year in a Nisv. A
former junior world's champion. Attache' is owned by Mr. and Mrs. Julian B. Thomas of Mayfield.
Staff Photo by Unwell Atchleymarairj_
Karen Miller of Henderson and
Edward McFarland of Genesep, N. Y.,
formerly of Paducah, were awarded
the most coveted recognition as the
•Outstanding Senior Woman and Man to
climax the annual Honors Day
Program at Murray State University
Sunday.
They wore among about 600 students
recognized during the program, with
about 225 receiving individual
presentations of grants, cash awards,
certificates, and citations by the
_ university and campus scholastic and
• honorary organizations.
varsity teams by the people of Murray
and Calloway County.
The Laker varsity and junior varsity
speech teams will hold the titles of State
Champs until next April when once
again they will face competition for the
title. The teams will close out the
season on May 8 at their annual
banquet. The four varsity team
members who qualified for the National
Tournament in Chicago will begin
practice and will compete in June. Both
teams are coached by Larry England.
The '77-'78 Junior Varsity State
Champs are: Mickey Hutson, Kim
Marr, Louis Zimmerman, Debbie
Gupton, Lori Edwards, Anita Smith,
Debbie Hooks, Scott Coleman, Sant'
Jeffrey, Lorje Hale, Toni Lovett,
Celissa Curd, Gena Gargus, Sand$_.L.
White, Daritty Lamb, Kim WeatberfOrd,
STATf WINNERS — Hugs arid screams of delight greetgl the Calloway County High Odor varsity speech team
when the team returned to Murray with the Kentucky Junior Varsity Speech Championship. The winning team
coached by Larry England, and a motorcade of supporters, were escorted to Calloway County High by police and
rescue squad vehicles. The IV win makes, the second state title for CCHS as the varsity team recently won the Ken
kicky championthip in Its division.
/Us Miller and McritiTan-T
_ chosen by a faculty-staff committee for „.
thelip awards from students named to-
"Who's Who Among Students in
American Universities and Colleges"
for 1977-78. Both will be graduated
summa cum laude ( with highest
academic distinction) on May 13.
A speech and hearing major, Miss
Miller has a 3.90 academic average of a
possible 4.00. She is a member of three
honor societies on the campus and has
been a Dean's List student each
semester.
She was also presented the Ral FL
Dolly McNutt To
Speak Here Tonight
Mrs. Dolly McNutt, former mayor of
Paducah and now state representative
to the Kentucky Legislature, will
discuss women's issues and the past
legislative session tonight at the
meeting of the League of Women Voters
at 7:30 in the North Office of Peoples
Bank.
The public is invited to hear this
outstanding speaker.
- Women and men In the Murray area
can be informed on the various
women's issues throughout the state of
Kentucky by hearing Mrs. McNutt, a
spokesman said. President Ruth
Howard of the league urges the public
to hear Mrs. McNutt.
State president of the League of
Women Voters, Ms. Scottie Kenkel, of
Lexington and First Vice-President,
Libbey Alexander, of Henderson will
also be present for this meeting.
The 7:30 p.m. meeting is open to the
public, according to Mrs. Howard.
Woods Memorial Leadership Award
and the Speech and Hearing Award for
Outstanding Student Service during the
Honors Day ceremonies on Sunday.
The 21-year-old daughter .of Roger
Miller and Lois Miller, both of Hen-
derson, has served the Student
Government Association four years and
was secretary of the Student Activities
Board during 1977-78. She is president
of the Speech and Hearing Club and was
a majorette with the Thoroughbred
Marching Band as a freshman.
Her other activities include Alpha
Omicron Pi social sorority, chairman of
hostesses for the 1978 Miss Murray
Registration Slated
- Registration for Kindergarten
students who reside
County School System,--who w111-. be
entering the Kindergarten program
will regiaer Wednesday, April 26, from
9:00 a.m., to 2:00 p.m.
Registration will be held in the
Calloway County Board of Education
office. Students will be accepted on the
first come basis.
If for any reason persons are unable
to register on this date, they may
register by phone by contacting Charlie
Lassiter at the Calloway County
Superintendent's office, a spokesman
said.
One Section —14 Pages
What A Weekend! In addition to the win by the Calloway
JV speech team at the state tournament and the Charity
Horse Show, many other items of local interest are
reported in today's edition. The county-wide cleanup was
held Saturday (page II), a derailed tank car was suc-
cessfully put back on the tracks (page 10) and CCHSpack
star Felicia Pinner won high honors at a Las Vegas meet




through Tuesday with chance of
showers and thundershowers to- Deaths &Funerals 
day, Highs today in. the 1:11111
Shossers and possibly a few
thundershowers likely tonight
Lows in the mid 40s. Showers
likely op Tuesday. Highs in the
low to mid 60s.
Crossword - 
Dear Abby 
ttate-Scholarship Pageant, and in-
volvement for the past three years in
the Sunimst Orientation Program. She
will direct the parents program during
summer orientation this year.
Miss Miller, who was salutatorian of
the 1974 Henderson County High School
graduating dam, plans to mews a
career in public relations:
McFarland enrolled at Murray State
his freshman year as the first recipient
of a Presidential Scholars Award. The
21-year-old McFarland, who was
valedictorian of his 1974 Paducah
4101161094t Rebaol Graduating
elan, baa' compiled a 3.96 academic
72:141ritim- e--at' Murray State.
The son of Mr. and Mrs. J. B.
McFarland of Geneseo, N. Y., also
received the award as the Outstanding
Senior Biology Major in the Honors Day
program. He has been accepted to
enroll in the, University of Louisville
School of Medicine in August.
In addition to his academic record,
McFarland distinguished himself in
athletics at Murray State. He earned
All-Ohio Valley Conference honors as a
defensive back on the football team
three times and was named to the 1976
academic All-America football team.
McFarland, who was also a candidate
for a Rhodes Scholarship, is one of 33
athletes across the nation to receive a
81,500 scholarship from the National
Collegiate Athletic Association's..
Postgraduate Scholarship Committee.
Ray Corns, Ccirunonwealth District
Attorney of the 48th Judicial Circuit,
Frankfort, will be the principal speaker
at the annual Executive Night Banquet
hosted by and for the local Chapto of
The National Secretaries AssocMtion
( International) during its observance
of Secretaries Week. Beginning at 6:30
p.m. on Thursday, April 27, at the
Murray Woman's Clubhouse, the an-
nouncement of the names of the 1978
Secretary of the Year and Boss of the
Year will also be made at this time.
Corns is noted for his dynamic public
speaking and is in
great demand in
the area. He







Ray Corns School of Law.
Corns is co-author of the book,
"Public School Laws" which is being
used as a textbook in 72 colleges and
universitis. He is also the author of
"Trail of Jesus of Nazareth," a legal
analysis with a religious emphasis.
In addition to serving as Assistant At-
torney General, Corns has bee Legal
Advisor to the Governor: Chief Legal
Counsel, Kentucky Departnikit of
.6411selition foe fifteen years.; and
Franklin County Juvenile 3adge. He is
now serving as Lay Leader and Con-
ference Delegate of the First United
Methodist Church of Frankfort.
Corns is married and has two
daughter, Autumn Faith and April
Dawn.
, 4
PA$12 US IMAM, -ill.. 110911 nmgb.m.whiy, April se,  _




_ Church Women of In-
dependence Church met on
• Thrusday, April 13, at seven D.
m. at the church with Mrs.-
.--kfaurita Burkeen as the
program leader who had
.7 taped part of the program of
different songs by gospel
groups She was assisted by
her husband Wayne Burkeen.
Mrs. Burkeen also spoke on
"The World Is MyParish and
How Methodism . Began"
using scripture  frorn Luke
_ 4 : 18-19. She Mil a poem,
-Our Place In Life." And
1Talk on •'our - Beliefs As
Methodists." . •
The . president, Mrs. Inez'
Hopkins, presided. and the
- secretary, Mrs. Myrtle Jones,
. gave reparts, followed by the
financial report by Mrs.
.opkins. Several
projects were disucssed. A
donation to the Cancer Fund
was made.
The group made plans for a
smorgasbord meal on April 23
at six p. m. at the curch.
The next meeting wilk he--
held on Thrusday, May II, at
seven p. m. at the chruch with










Duncan, Mrs. Jean Burkeen;
Mrs. Mary Phillips, Mrs.
Terri Burkeen,' Mrs. Patricia
Lassiter, Miss Donna
Burkeen, Mrs. Mayme Evans,
Jared and Jody Lassiter, Pete
Jones, Leon Duncan, and
Charles Hopkins.
,Afurray alb  Women -Wit'
Have Scramble. Wednesday
The women of the Murray
Country Club will have Ihier
first ladies day golf play with
a scramble on Wednesday,
April with tee off time at
nine a.m. Veneta Sexton, golf
....:___hostess. has released the
following teams:
Inus Orr, Rebecca Irvan.
----T.-Ruth Wilson, and Rubye Pool.
  ye yn Jones. - -Cathryn  '-
Garrott, Juliet Wallis, and
*Chris Graham.
...lereline Sullivan., Alice-
Purdom, Edith Garrison, and
Lorraine Maggard.
Carol Hibbard, Annie
Adams. Urbena Koenen, and
Judy Muehleman.:
Frances Hulse,' Elizabeth
Slusmeyer, Mary Watson, and





Costello, Rowena Cullom and
Eddie Outland. .
Dorothy Eike, Mickey
Philips, Mary Bell Overbey,
and Sue McCoart. - —




Iamb, Lanette Moses, and
Millie Nall. •
Venela Sexton, Norma
Frank, and Vickie Baker.
At noon a ladies day lun-
cheon will be held with Brenda
Marquardt as chairman of the
Hostesses.
-Mb
g e are p1JO an'
relourtestriedi Amu Teryittr..
bruletleti Deitinis
Ifichersan. as se et ref

































Imagine pour She hangs by a thread.
low
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• Now Open Fri.-Set.-Sesi.
"Swedish Fly Gids" (R)
41•Inai• Restassa" (I)







ages eight through 15. will
have a skating party from 5:50
to- -7 -fre--p.m at -15flitra y-
Skateland. • • t
Adult Great, • Books
Discussion Group will meet at
seven p.m. at the Calleway
County Public Library.
Recovery,"fht, will meet at
the Calloway Health Center,
North 7th and. Olive Streets, at
seven p.m.
--University RraneVilank of
_Murray, with Dr. Conetaatille
.Secretanes Association, will
,by Murray Chapter, National
currisMini-asWorkshp, sponsored
be at seven p.m. at the
speaker. -
Life Saving Course by"
American Red Cross will be at
Murray State University Pool
at six p.m.
Copyright Conference-;—
sponsored by Murray State
University Libraries and- the
National Library'of Medicine,
will be at -Keniake Slate
Resort Park starting at two
p.m.
Data Processing Wbrkshop
will open at Murray- State
University. Call 762-2716 for
,information.
Monday, April 24
Murray Unit of the National
Hairdressers and
Cosmetologists Association
will meet at the-Triangle Inn
Tuesday, April 25'17_
Christian Women's -
Fellowship of the First--
Christian Church Will mee(in
the- -sanctuary" at wren p.m.
with. Lam and Maxine Clark
to present-b special program.
Tuesday, April 25 .
Murray-Callaway County
Community Theatre Arts,
Inc., will hold its general
membership meeting at-7:30
p.m. it the Calloway County
Public Library.
Aglow Fellowship will meet
at Ken Bar Inn, Gilbertsville,
at 10:30 a.m.
Ellis Center will be open
_ from ten a.m. to three p.m. for
attivities by the Senior
Citizens with monthly clean up
at 10:30 a.m., lunch at noon,
-and band practice at one p.m.
Shower for Mr. and Mrs.
_Glenn West of Lynn Grove
. who lost their home and_




By Abigail Van Buren - -
1916 try auce00 -T,•Own•-#4.Y. HMS *Md. MC
Your Individual
Horoscope
 Frances Drake 
\10
FOR TUESDAY, APRIL 25, 1978
What kind of day ' will being able t4.i supply- new•---_----tansorrass be? To laid out Obit- muctRieeded data
• the stars say, reed the forgcast aao he able to give you Estrum.
tat -your birth Sign. objective insights which will
prove invaluable in the future.—̀ARIP:t1 • SAGitrAmus
(Mar. 21 to Ape. 20) •
Dealings with others may
have their ups and downs. YOU
remain serene and tolerant.
Where things seem to be in a
slump, use your imagination to
inject new vigor. -
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21r
You usually like to solve your
own problems, .but don't ar-
bitrarily reject another's idea..
It may be more practical than
your own.
GEMINI--'- liar-
I May 22 to June-21)
Your intuition and foresight
ate peak. Good ideas will come
seemingly "from thinair.- Act
on them immediately. •
CANCER ___YOu've had in mind for someDEAR CONFUSED: No one explained it better than (June 22 to July 231 48"%`-4r time. Influences stimulateShane_ Alexander, when she debated James J. Kilpatrick This will be a day calling far- -original ideas. —two months ago on CBS's "60 Minutes" TV program. good judgment. Do not let PISCESShe said: "UndeFlhe law today, women are not being unexpected situatioes ruffle you r Feb. 20 to Mar.20) )(C7treated as equals. with men. Examples: _ -- and do not - let yourself be A ber,,er• day for completingSocial Security Lair:,Divorced women don't get a bar pushed into efroneous paths by old projects than for beginning
I -
DEAR ABBY“--rised-that you were all for the Egad--
Rights Amendment. Can you tell me why women need it?
Use plain language. pleaso—I only went through the 9th
grade. _
----CONFUSED IN ELGINfILL
from, six to riffle-pm:AR-the- taarrie'd 30 years.,Salem Baptist Churdik, Divorce Law: A man can divorces wife 'on iibeirirmands (July ?cto Aug, 231_ hah14...
I Nov. 23 to Dec. 211
A good day for finalizing
agreements. Some unusual
background activity will
provide the spark that hurries
matters through more quickly
than expected.
(Dec. '22 to Jan. 20) LW
CAPRICORN
-Take nothing for'granted now
and avoid jumping to con-
clusions. What seems cer-
tainty could be otherwise. One
more admonition: Don't try to
Jarcnisseass.- -
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21(0' Feb. no- --.
Routine and detail work will
_probably tare you now, so get._ -
busy 'on a creative project
Blood River Baptist
Associational WMU will meet
at the Cherry Corner Baptist
Church at seven p.m.
Tuesday, April 25
Suburban Homemakers
Club will meet at the home of
Mrs. Harry Russell at seven
1341-
-
_Tau Phi Lambda Sorority_
will meet at the home of Er-.
nestine Garland. 218 !man, at-
seven p.m.
Eva Wall Group of
Memorial Baptist Church
Women will. _ineet:. 114-
church at 9:30 a.m.
Murray Branch of the
AAUW will meet at the home
of Mrs. Alfred M. Wolfson at
7:15 p.m.
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at the Health Center at
seven p.m.
Murray Quota Club will
meet at the Triangle Inn at
twelve noon.
Dexter Senior Citizens will
meet at the Dexter Center at
9:313 a.m.
Let's Stay Well
share of their husband's earnings—even if they were the prodding of others. ' new ones. In leisure tirne,,
4 _ devote yourself to creative  -of drunkenness and adultery, but in etima-Mattes, a A new work assignment MayWednestlay, April 26
Hazel Senior Citizens will
meet at the Hazel Community
Center at one p.m.
Ladies day luncheon will be
served at Murray Country
Club at noon with Brenda




The Adult Great Books
Discussion Group will meet
Monday, April 24, at 7:00 p.m.
In the Calloway County Public
Library meeting room. Dr.
Ken Wolfe will lead the group
in the discussion of Martin
Buber's book I and Thou.
The next book to - be
discussed will be The Steamer
-by Albert Camus.
The group meets the fourth
-Monday of every month and
all who read the selected book
prior to the meeting- are
welcome to attend.
FUEL ECONOMY - -
Develop fuel-saving driving
habits T.- The best fuel
economy is said to happen at
speeds of around 40 miles per
hour, with no stops or rapid
speed changes, according to
home management specialists
with the UK College of
Agriculture Cooperative
Extension Service. Accelerate
smoothly tp, save gasoline, as
well as to save wear and tear
on the engine and tires. Drive
at a steady: pace and an-
ticipate speed changes,
,because sudden changes in
speed waste gasoline
cannot divorce her husband on thorie grounds. .
Property Tax Law: In all 50 states, the husband owns
the_farm. When he dies, his widow must pay- inheritance
tax—even if she has to sell the farm. But when the wife
dies, he pays no inheritance tax! ' -
Physical Abut*: In most states, a wife can't sue her
husband for beating her up.
Negligent Injury: lithe wife is injured, her husband can
sue for loss of her "services," which includes sex, because
under the law, he has • legal right to companionship,-sex
and domestic aerviees. flt'scaRria"conaortium.7) A woman
has no such right.
Alimony: Most states don't allongt, which Isn't so bad in
wealthy families, But with poor couples, whose only assets-.
are in the man's earning capacit3t,tbn won-esimeaeutieT-
a divorce _dead broke t - - 
As things stand now, the law is unfair- te beat eanei.
I The Supreme Court says widows get an sstie. -
property tax exemption; widowers don't). . --
The Court says pregnancy 4i.egrimination is not
necessarily sex discrimination. It. iiin't? When's the last
time you saw a pregnant man?
• The Equal Rights Amendment would take these
inequities out of the law and extend the law's protection to
bath sexes. "
•
DEAR ABBY: 1-hope you can straighten out my head.
My husband and I are in our late 20s and have beim
married for four years. Our sex life is excellent Tbe
problem is me. My husband begs me to do a striptease
dance for him, but I just can't bring myself to
accommodate him. . .
I know there's nothing wrong with It, and I'm ho prude,
but I just can't go through with it. I've tried, butsat A
certain point I get a terrible case of stage fright.
I have-a nice figure, and I'm a pretty good deicer:Inn'
dancing totally naked embarrasses me. ---
--Striptease dancing turn! myhusband on. fle,iidmits if.
lie has even taken me to striptease joints with him so I
culd learm.how to do it. Abby, 'what's wrong with me?
STAGE FRIGHT IN ILLINOIS
DEAR STAGE FRIGHT:Vou're inhibited. You can lose
your inhibitions if you really want to, but don't feel guilty if
you prefer to leave • little something to his imagination.
CONFIDENTIAL TO "SOS IN MACON, GA.": I don't
buy that saying, "As you have made your bed, so must you
lie in it."
If you discover that the bed you made is giving you •
backach4, get out of it a,nd make it over. People who sleep
on the same mental lumps night after night and-do nothing
about it but complain, have only themselves to blame.
Are your problems toe heavy to handle alone? Let Abby
help you. For a personal, unpublished reply, write: Abby:
Box 69700, Los Angeles, Calif. 90069. Enclose a stamped,
sell-addressedleavelOpe.
By F J L Blasmgarne. M D
Cigarette Smoking And Breast Cancer
Q.; Mrs_ .M_A_ _writes to
ask whether smoking ciga-
rettes increases the
chances of a woman hav-
ing breast cancer, and
whether nicotine from to- •
bacco is present in the
breast milk of women who
smoke.
A: So far as I know, no
epidemiological evidence
is available to show that
smoking cigarettes in-
creases the chances of
SA f-MON BOY
- Mr. and Mrs. Loyd Salmon
of Hazel are the parents of a
baby boy, Michael Loyd
Payton Salmon, weighing six
pounds seven ounces,
measuring nineteen inches,
born on Saturday, April 15. at
10.55 p.m at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital
The father is serving with
the U. S. Army at Fort Knox.
Grandparents are Mr and
Mrs. Warren Salmon and Mr
and Mrs Sam Overcast, all of
Hazel Great grandparents
are Mr and Mrs. Gerald
Richerson, Murray Route
. Seven, and Mr and. Mrs
...Taylor Jackson, Puryear, Tn •
.flreat great grahdpartelts are .
Mrs. Myrtle Paschall and
Mrs. Payton Nance. Flare!
•
The dragons in many Eu-
ropean myths are thought to be
based on the Nile crocodile
hrolait canetsr-.- -Periiirps
one reason is that women
have not been smoking for
sufficient years in large
enough numbers for the
carcinogenic effects to
show up.
Research work at the
University of California in
San Francisco, headed by
Nicholas Petrakis, M.D.,
showed that some of the
chemicals from cigarette
smoking accumulate in.the
fluid in the resting breast
tissue. No evidence of local
irritation has been mani-
fested.
'Our feeling is that .al-
most everything a woman
ingests or imbibes will find
itself in the breast fluids'
said Dr. Petrakis. accord-
ing to a story in the Chi-
cago Tribune.
Nicotine and other by-
products of tobacco smok-
ing appear in small
amounts in the breast milk
of wornen who are tobacco
smokers.
As a result of their stud-
ies, the California re-
searchers suggest that, be-
cause of their findings and
because of other risks of
smoking, women who
smoke "may do well to




Q: Mrs. G.P. wants to
know if a. newborn can
suffer from lockjaw.
A A newborn infant can
develop lockjaw (tetanus).
The disease is fortunately
rare in modern society but
about 50 percent fatal. The
Infection usually starts
from a contamination of
the umbilical cord when it
Is tied end .dressed after
Will you ever finish
moving in?-
You might not think so when the living room's still
jammed with packing crates Hut you will and I (an help
jlia your WkLCI;INE IYAGOtt Hostess I can save you time
4nd in0011y in •





In former times, when
germs and infection were
not understood and when
deliveries were made at
home, tetanus in the
newborn was more com-
mon.
. seem difficult to carry out, but a
comprehensive discussion with
close associate's will produce
useful 'ideas, guidarke.
VIRGO
Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) WP%
Excellent influences. You can
give an exhilarating-lift fo a new
project or brighten routine to
the point where it actually
-becomes stimulating: • -
LD3FtA
. (Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
- 
4162nri-_,_lf you have been pimping any
changes in your home or
- property, now' is a good time to,
startmakbig theiii-.-Finifily will
not only approve — but will
- help.
SCORPIO ,
I Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Friends will be especially
helpful now — especially in
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with a brilliant mind, a
remarkable memory and ex-
traordinary intuitive powers.'
You are also imaginative and
inclined toward the scientific
and inventive. Technology
flicinates ,you,. !but you could




botanists-have been born under
your. Sign. You usually work
best t'i' aolitudw, but should not
_make ,itsi-pnietiee. tn_ratistatv-r- 
from the world. Share -your
dreams and aspirations With
others. Birthdate of: Edward R.
Morrow, TV news com-
mentator; Ella Fitzgerald, •.
.singer; Guglielmo Marcdni,






• and topping, and Stockade_
Toast, salad, drink.
A complete meal, priced
like a snack!
Sit down to a 







All Merchandise In Store
Tile (Special
1 1 1 By Pest Murrcy a y
1J)rensirm, Tab




Wednesday, April 26th -


























































































































































































appreciate this problem was raised by
his reversion to going over the heads of
Congress. Presidential confidant
Charles Kirbo of Atlanta, the only non-
official present at Camp David, talked
privately of how cabinet members
could spread out across America
selling tax reform. Nobody mentioned
that an identical scheme to market the
energy plan last fall ( called "the
Jordan plan," after side Hamilton
Jordan) failed totally.
Returning to Washington in a
helicopter with Kirbo beside him, Mr.
Carter went straight into a meeting of a
citizens' task force for tax reform.
Emerging from it, he declared: "If the
American people will let their voices be
Inside Report it,.h.. land Fame. anti Habeet e. is al.
Beyond
WASHINGTON - No sooner had
President Carter returned from his
administration's weekend 'retreat at
Camp -David than he called for the
American people to demand that
Congress enact "tax reform," thereby
casting doubt on how much he has
learned during 15 months of
disillusionment and disappointment.
Mr. Carter had arrived in
Washington with the firmly entrenched
notion that he could prosper politically,'
as he had as governor of. Georgia, by
appealing to the people over the heads
elected legislators. The difficulty of
applying this tactic nationally has since
:been dernonstratial -partieularly when
trying to breathe vitality into a com-
modity so lifeless as tax reform.
The public call for tax- -reform-
following bard on the Camp= David
meetings was no accident. It was
discussed there, formally and in-
formally, by senior White House
staffers and cabinet members. Nobody
,dared• mention that the summons
se.nelipg cabinet members to the
 'ration's. -*croswoad6 sell Carter
programs had been sounded previously;
• with singular lack of success. _
The new aspect at Camp Daytteellee
the President lecturing cabinet
members to stop feuding; stop lealdng
unfavorable information and get behind
his prograbs. Even if Me. Carter came
over tougher in news accounts than in
actuality ( "More puffery, I'm
afraid," says one participant) it was
needed to break down -the image-bf "the
President nobody fears."
The meetings were otherwise taken
up by talk about "procesi" rather than
"substance." Although no mechanism
. for achieving coordination was spelled
out, the feeling was conveyed that -Vice
President Walter F. Mondale and White
House aides were taking over from the
cabinet. Indeed, cabinet- members
spent moet„of their time chatting in-
formally, drinking cocktails and-eating
dinner and watching three hours of
"Holocaust" over television -
probably a worthwhile get-acquainted
session for what remains a cabinet of
strangers.- . • .
But neither formal nor informal
sessions addressed the point that
worries thoughtful officials: Jimmy
Carter is a President who today can,
claim no conatituancs_ —_ not_ labor.
business, farmers, blacks, Southerners
heard to equal those of the special in-
terests, then the Congress will hear,
and tax reform will finally go into effect
in our country."
Experienced politicians, including
some in the cabinet, feel this quixotic
approach is at the beset of the
President's problem. Actually, tax
reform lacks a constituency, provokes
the business community and is not an
overriding concern of. either pressure
groups or ordinary citizens. As. the
President spoke Monday, the House .
Ways and Means Committee
methodically set *Out shredding his
reforms.
But the President's Georgia advisers,
including Kirbo, are convinced Mr.
Carter's message . is jiistliiittiktliti-
thiough to the nation, partly because of
the Washington press corps. That view
is largely shared by Mondale, ap in-
creasingly influential figure:
So the Carter inner circle argues
support can be built for tax reform and-





Carter himself might be the real source
of trouble, a suspicion widely held
within his own administration. Whereas
Oliver Wendell Holmes referred to
Franklin D. Roosevelt as "a second-
class intellect but first-class tett-
perament," sOirle Carter officials think
the description might well be reversed
in the President's case.
Nobody talks that way to Sloane Announcement-
President's face, but silent doubts were - ------------ -
not erased at Camp David. Although , • •Spice .T&R a c eirnmstratien-mas- generated there, • 





The Murray-Calloway County Airport
bus been granted $35,240 under the
-Federal Aid Airport Program for the •
• seal year 1989 for its land acquistion
am, according to a telegram rrom--
• -Cong. Frank A. Stubbleheld and Dr.
James D. Outland, chairman of the
local airport board.
PFC Joseph Pat Bailey is serving
with the U. S. Army near Saigon in
Vietnam. He entered the Army Aug_ 14,
1967.
Deaths reported include Charlie
Marshall Sheppard, age 57.
Dr. Harry Sparks, president of
Murray State University, spoke at the
nieeting.-of the Murray Lions Club held
at the Murray Woman's Club House.
Vicki Stark Ellis, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Harvey Ellis, Murray, was
married to Jack Howard Shell* son of -
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Shell of •
Lutesville, Mo., on April 13 at tbefirst
Methodist Church.
• By S. C. Van Curoii
t-
Panama Canal treaty. Ironically, many
officials ( including some at the
weekend retreat) regard management
of the canal treaty as a defeat. Nobody
suggested this at Camp David.
est that Mr.
remain, boiled down to this question:
when economic, political and , moral.
danger threatens the West, does he
truly intend to mobilize his_ ad-
ministration behalf of doomed and
dubious prOcedural tax changes?
By FRANK CORMIER
• Associated Press Writer
On Carter Tax Plan
WASHINGTON (AP) - President
Carter and his advisers believe they
succeeded in mobilizing public opinion
In the drive for the Panama Canal
treafies, and now They're the
same game plan in efforts to aVerhauL_
the tax code and the civil service.
When the administration's high
- command assembled at Camp David to
. talk about the problems of 15 months in
office. they concluded that one height
'Loot was the mobilization of "pealle
that will solicit support for his tax
revision package.
The optimism of Carter and Powell
avowedly reflects their opinion that a
--mabilization of public opinion brought
- about a dramatic shift in votee attitudes
toward the canal treaties. But was that
the case?,
Back last August, an NBC News poll
indicated 55 per cent opposition to the
signing; while 27 per cent approved. In
the rhonth.s that followed, the poll
Former Louisville Mayor Harvey
Sloane's formal announcement that he
will be a candidate for the Democratic
nomination for governor adds a little
ginger to the political arena at a very
early .4atr  
Usually the candidates wait at least
until the May primary is over for
congressional races -before making
such announcements. However,
Lieutenant Governor Thelma Stovall
said long ago that she is a candidate,
but _hasn't made her formal _ an-
- nouncement although she has filed fund
raising and campaign committee
names with the Kentucky Registery of
....Ele.ction Finance as have several other
candidates.
- Other Democrats who have been
eyeing-taw -pr_ospeate-ei- -catering  --the--
race are State Auditor George Atkins;
Agriculture Commissioner Torn Harris
and you might as well throw First
District Congressman Carroll Hub-
bard's name into the pot along with
Terry McBrayer, Governor Julian
Carroll's choice as his successor.
Another unknown quantity in this
Democrat arena IS William Cox who is
resigning his fedetal post as Highway
Administrator. Cox has told newsmen
And friends he expects to come back to
.Xentucky and run for lieutenant
governor.
Cox made this statement following a
heated conversation several weeks ago
between himself and the governor who
was' on a visit  to Washington at the
tithe. Newsmen reported that Carroll
• -- -power" for the treaties. -- -V tartedun-C"forvIlirsati°nthe goy' ewrnarnorsd-qx44744
..._ 
or even a silent majority. - - figures fluctuated widely.' --
Suspicion that the President does not _ So it should come as no surprise that__ •. A Gallup poll on the amended treatiesi-
in February showed suPport from 57 
against McBrayer.
percent of those questioned: A Louis 
Other Democrats looking at the
Harris Survey on the same issue in 
second position on the Democratic
by a 44 percentMarch showed support 
ballot are Senate President Pro Tern
Joe Prather, former representativeto 39 percent margin. 
But on the simple question of yielding 
Richard Lewis of Benton and James
the canal to Panerna, without mention 
Vernon of Corbin- Vernon resigned the
post of commissioner of public insof amendments to guarantee American formation, reportedly at the request of
rights, the AP-NBC News poll con- 
tinued to show majority opposition. 
Carroll after Vernon-had made known
his desires to enter politics.
Thus in March, after the Senate had
ratified the first of the two treaties, the 
Undoubtedly there will be some of the
35 
perennial runners who will enter their
survey showed 55 percent opposition, names in some of the. statewide races
they plan concerted drives to solicit and
nurture public approval Of Carter's am-
bitious and controversy-laden
proposals to overhaul the income tax
system and reorganize the federal civil
service.
Although Carter, his Cabinet and.
senior assistants spent much of their
secluded weekend in the Maryland-
mountains talking about what's wrong
with the administration, the prolonged
battle for Senate ratification of the
canal treaties was cited as a bright
spot. And as a model for future efforts.
It was no coincidence that within
minutes after Powell met with
reporters, Carter gave his blessing to a
privately sponsored citizens committee
hEARTIliN
Ileartliee Is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems - fast. If
you have a question or a problem not
answered In these columns, write
Heartline, 114 East Dayton Street, West
Alexandria. Ohio 45381. You_will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
Include a stamped self-addressed en-
velope. TO most useful replies will be
printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I will soon be 62 years
old. Would you suggest that I retire
early and take reduced Social Security
benefits or should! wait until I am 65 to
receive my full benefits' - S.F.
This is a question you must answer
yoerself. However, Heartline feels you
should consider the following factors in
regard to your Social Security benefits:
1. If you start drawing Social Security
at age 62, you are receiving three ad-
ditional years of income from it, but
this income would be 20 per cent less
yearly than if you waited until 65 to
begin drawing.
2. If you wait until 65 to draw, you
would receive full benefits, but the
money you lost during the three years
you did not draw Social Security ,will
take 12 years of -drawing to regain
( based strictly on income from Social
Security).
. 3. You:Mist decide if a reduced Social
Security rate will be sufficient to meet
'your preAnt arid future monetiry
ids.or if the full bentfit• will be
necessary.
We also feel there are many factors
not related to Social Security you must
consider: the amount of money you
would lose by leaving your present job;
your present health condition; your
desire to continue „working • the effect
early retirement will, have on.. your
private pension plan, if you have one.
These are just some of the questions a
person must consider before retiring.
Since everyone's situation is different,
there will probably be additional
questions involved for you, and you are
the only one who can answer them. You
must weigh the answers to these
questions carefully in your own mind,
and then make the decision as to when
to retire.
HEARTLINE : What is disability
income insurance' - B.K.
This type of health insurance helps to
replace earnings lost because of
physical disability. Some of these
policies provide coverage for accidents
only; others cover both accident and
sickness. Companies offer many kinds
of disability income policies, which
usually pay on a monthly basis. The
amount of insurance an individual can
purchase is generally a percentage of
his income (60 per cent of his gross
earnings, for example).,
HEARTLINE: My husband has
retired from the railroad with 28 years
of service. How old must I be to receive
a wife's benefit' -- K.T.
If he retired after 1974 and he is at
least age 62, you can ,get a reduced
spouse annuity at age 62 or a full an-
nuity at age 65 or at any age if you have
a minor or disabled child in your care:
1140-retireel before .11175-iriiii less than
30 years' service, he truest be 85 before
you can be entitled to en annuity. Under
those circumstances you can still get a
reduced annuity at age 62 or a full
annuity at age 65 or ,at any age if you














d Powell are comparing
on to the original treaty
th public assessment of the
versions.
argue validly that the ad-
on succeeded in -sharping
pinion in behalf of the treaties'
d it be more accurate to say
administration accepted,
somewhat reluctantly, the amend-
ments and reservations needed to get
the pact approved.
The answer would seem to be that the
case of the canal-treaties is more an
argument for compromise than for
"people power." It's not clear that
compromise is exactly what they have
In mind on taxes and civil semce,
priority Carter goals for 1978.
WRITE TO POLITICIANIr
As a service to our readers, The
Murray Ledger & Times
periodically publishes the addresses
of the state and federal elected
representatives serving our area.
FEDERAL LEVEL
Any senator or representative
may be reached through the
congressional switchboard, 202-224-
3121.
Here are the mailing addresses
Sen. Walter D. Huddleston
1327 Dirksen Building Washingto,
1).C. 20510
Sen. Wendell H. Ford
4107 Dirksen Building
Washington, D. C. 20510
Murray Field Office, 753-1852
Rep. Carrell Hubbard. Jr.
204 Cannon House Office Bldg.
Washington, I). C. 20515
STATE LEVEL
State legislatrrs may be reached
in Frankfort when the General
Assembly is in.seltsfttn. by dialing I-
564-2500 or by writing to them in care
of the State Capitol Building,






Rep. Kenneth C. Imes
201 S. 3rd Street
Murray, Ky. 42071
before the filing date closes next year.
Congressman Hubbard and Cox are
two figures that persons who follow the
political scene should not overlook.
Hubbard certainly hasn't been con-
fining his back-home visits to his first
district. During the Easter Holidays he
was in Ashland, and other parts of
eastern Kentucky, including
Prestonsburg, Hazard, Harlan and
Middlesboro and then dropped into his
First District. He also has appeared in
Northern Kentucky and in the Second
Congressional District around Bowling
Green.
Hubbard is a factional foe of the
present administration and has been
making some needling remarks about
how State Democrat Headquarters is
run and recently about the governor's
use of a state airplane on his vacatiOn to
Bible Thought
"Then said Pilate to the chief priests
and to the people, I find no fault in
this man." Luke 23:4
An honest appraisal of Jesus hs,
friends; His enemiees, and those who
were neutral can only conclude His
sinlessness. God said He was pleased
with His Son. If you are also pleased,









Florida and the Caribbean area. This
political needling has hurt4o the quick
in some instances.
George Atkins is the one bearing the
most potent weapon against Carroll and
McBrayer at the moment. He Is going
to audit, he says, use of state airplanes.
He in the past has questioned the at-
tempted leasing of a warehouse in
Lexington and a deal that would have
been awarded to some of Carroll's
friends.. .a proposed new state library
building to be leased to the state..
Hubbard has no opponent for his
congressional seat this year, and he is
free to test his strength in the guber-
natorial race next year. If he should run.
for governor and lose, he still would
have another year in his congressional
Cox was- Carroll's chief ad-
ministrative assistant when Carroll
was lieutenant governor and he joined
Carroll's staff to shepherd legislation.
through the first session after Carroll
became governor.
Cox set up most of Carroll's cam-
paign organization for governor, and
was instrumental in much of the effort
'finding financing. In other words, he
knows where the political bodies are
burled.. .
If he doesn't run for governor, he
could team up with Hubbard and op-
pose McBrayer and the present
Democratic administration.
Meanwhile on the Republican side,
State Rep. Raymond Overstreet has
anrounced and former State Senator
Ray White of Bowling Green is cam-
paigning .across the state testing his
chances and currently has a fund
raising campaign in progress.
Others interested on the Republican
side are State Senators Larry Hopkins
of Lexington and Eugene Stuart of
Louisville. Former Gov. Louie B. Nunn
is keeping the door open and probably
has the best chance, if he wants to run,




Artnr-Pvt.'Donald R. Darnell, sort of '
Mr. and Mrs. V. E. Darnell, is stationed '
with the 13th Antiaircraft Artillery__
Missile Battalion at River Rouge Park, _
Mich.
Benita Maddox, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Benny Maddox and student --at,--
Murray Training School, received the
State Homemaker tree, highest
degree of' achievement bf the Future
Homemakers of America.
Dr. Forrest Pogue spoke on "Where
Do We Stand Today" at the combined _
meeting of the. Murray Lions, _Murray
Rotary, Young Business Men, and
Jaycee Clubs at the Murray Woman's
Club House on April 22.
Joan Love Bowker, dew/titer of Mr_ -
and Mrs. Hunter Love, will make her ,
operativ debut bY singing the role of -
 Lucy fromMenotti's comic wera, "The
Telephone," ca April 27 at the Fine Arts
Hall at Murray State College.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl M. Stout announce
the engagement and approaching
marriage of their daughter, Beverly
Jeanne, to Robert Marshall Garland,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Ruel Garland.'
30 Years AY()
Kenneth Z. Turner of Mayfield has
been signed as station manager for
WNBS, Murray's new radio station to
start broadcasting later this summer,
according to M. 0. Wrather, H. T.
Waldrop, and Mrs. Gladys Owen Scott,
members of the employment com-
mittee.
More than 75 employes of the 'Ten-
nessee Valley Authority attended a
banquet at the Murray Woman's Club
House on April 22 in honor of Dr. H. A.
Morgan, one of the three directors of
the TVA.
Deaths reported include J. R. Rogers,
age 67, and J. M. Overbey, age 79.
Miss Ola Brock spoke on UNESCO at
the meeting of the Murray Rotary Club.
She was introduced by Ed Carter.
Mr. and Mrs. C. Ray of Murray
recently toured the Thomas A. Edison
winter home at Fort Myers, Fla.
Secretaries' Duties
ary Across Nation
NEW YORK ( AP) - This is National
Secretaries Week, all week long, and
don't you forget it, Jack Lemmon,
particularly after the assessment
delivered by your secretary, Connie
McCauley.
- -Miss McCauley, president of the
National Secretaries Association
(International), believes her boss is
"absolutely super," a "marvelously
gifted person" and a "fine man to work
for."
She commented as the association's
board met in Thousand Oaks, a long
commute from Hollywood and Jalem
Productions, where she minds the store
while Lemmon appears in a new' play,
"Tribute,- in Boston. •
A large responsibility perhaps, but in
keeping with the association's
definition of a secretary - as
distinguished from a stenographer,
typist, clerk, receptionist or the like -
to wit:
"An executive assistant who
possesses a mastery of office skilLs,
demonstrates the ability to assume
responsibility without direct super-
vision, Atekcises initiative and
judgment, and makes decisions within
the scope of assigned authority."
About 3 million Americans call
themselves secretaries, but the
association believes the number in-
cludes)] lot of presumptuous aspirants
who don't come near to fitting the
definition.
To be an association member, a
person must have served two con-
secutive ye,ars as a secretary. The
association has 38,000 members in the .
United States. Canada and 'Marto, Rico,
and an untabulptel numbertbroad.
Their duties e'ary'. "By its nature,
secretarial work is highly diversified
and rarely are any two jobs exactly
alike," - Miss McCauley said.
The prOlotype description begins. "A
secretary relieves executive of various
administrative details; c000rdinates
and maintains effective office
procedures and efficient work Rows."
The secretary also "implements
policies and procedures set by ern-
ployer; establishes and maintains
harmonious working relationships with
!ape. jut 3, CO-woi kets, subordinates,
customers or clients..."
Just the beginning, but one quickly
notes the absence of personal pronouns.
Equabty's the reason; there are many
male secretaries, number unknown,
and the association wants them. It has
only 29.'
The reason for lack of male mem-
bership isn't precisely known, but one
personnel professional suggested men
might prefer the title "executive as-
sistant," even though the work might
not differ.
"It isn't unusual-for secretaries to
handle junior or middle management
chores," said Miss McCauley. A modest
claim. It has been observed elsewhere
that some handle the work of vice
presidents
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LEGAL NOTICE
SHERIFF'S SALE
will on Monday. May IS. 1978 at 10:00 A.M. at•the Court
House door at Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky expose to
--pubbrwate torthelughest-the folligrutg delinquent tas
-thins mow wheel • real estate assessment appears the
.Millitihr Wedge lha tax, penalty, Sheriff's service fee and
- advertising Met). The claims sold became a lien upon the
property described upon the face of the tax bell and are
subject to 12 per cent per annum.
MAX MMUS
SHERIFF OF CALLOWAY COUNTY
GRADED SCHOOL DISTRICT
Bill No.. Name Taxpayer Amisazt
•
•
6875-Bakenkus, John 7•53- -- -13iuican, Carolyn 
6102-Baker. James . .:-.--,-T,-.-:.:-,-. . 8.72 10562-Dunlap, William - 
6962-Barber, kl. 0. 18.26 16640-Punnaw a y , Leonard
6964-Barclay, Gus  36.52 10739-Edwards, Helen
6966-Bard, William  33-38 10800-Eldridge, Carl
73.91 10818-Eh, Ftaynond
6.58 148:r2-Elkins, Darrell 
7111116-Biu•nett, Willia02 R. ••,•-•-•; ... . ;••• . ! • - 1,52 10833-Elkins, Dwain
78116-11arto, Oscar 4 . 5  95 10997-Elhott, William 
7112,Bates, Myron, Sr.  " 17.73 10918-Ellis; Kenneth .
77143a-X19!. 
Billy  -. - --6.58 10960-Engle, liAth
. .._ _Bean , Dennis ___. ;.___._. 9.43 10991-Ernst, Thomas 
73174ean, Robert  . ... . 6.78 „ 10995-Ervin, Ronald _
_JUL- t4411-Jonkli. grridln,  6.90
144*-Judkiii, Bobby 37.29
9  25 14436-Juditins, Bobby  37.29
$  17 14437-Judkins, Bobby  342.43
6  90 14452-Kalman, John
• - 7,52 14469-Kaufman, Ronald 411.72
- 475 14471-Kavanaugh, John , 27.0$
690 14502-Keener, Nerve,/ ., 178
15.68 14503-Keeney, Edward- 752
-1121 14512-Kellams, L. E  .• 943
_ 16-71 1462ficeller-Ronold  .
6965-Barnes, Carol 
7038-.Barnett, Shirley   _
.36-Adams, John B..- ... ,
10D-Allen, Keimdli • ' '  16.29..,..; . . ..-.. 7461-Bishop, C. A.  11.74 11333-Fisher, Stephen 
' 5  65. "124-Andrus, Eurall  ' • .  179.93
. _ ,?ter•  23.91175-Atkins, Jerry Brant  113.92 
7464-Bissonnet, Eugene E._
, • 
.- -5.65 11363-Flood, Johnnie 
117.86 
7524-Blalczak, Victor :11.30 11375-Floyd, Robert . 300-Beale, Rue Mn.. - - - •
• , 57612"
208.15 
7504-80enenek, Valerian    -*- - -  ---- - -- ' 13-16 • -41389-Folwall, Ivan -..---,,,,-, 
7623-Bogard, Phillip  - - - -- 71.25 • 11391-Folwell, William :4 .. -.. •..-. ...... , ..... .. ... . 33.38
.184
316-Btrjey.T_m_. •  .• • .t.
7663-Bonds. Leon _ -- 
•• . .,• ,
355-Betts, MarieBreadss---;- -- --.---..  104.56 •-•  ..-.. -a 
-11..•-•-•-•-a-a-  - 5.30 41891•Forres, William" ----7--
7682-Booker, Jerry  • 130.00 .11467-Fowler, James  8.3d -*--' 391-Blakely:GeOrge • •- • • •  13.48
7693-Border. David - * 125.45 11493-Fraley, Allen  10.60521-Bnyle, Marvin or Veda'  43.45
7716-Boulton, Charles- 140.53 .115,9-F reernan;William • 784
7728-Bowerr, Kenneth .../...  174.65 11545-Fry, Keith •  
.... , ..
-V  10194„oielk -171-Bukler, Lloyd. • ••-•:, • ..34346--3;-, 31,331.--•-• .13 3. .13-3.-.1W11-3-0-4.31.3.-1333. 116.25 4___T ! 7736-Bowling,Neil ' ' - -- 728 ' 11574-Fuqua:Neva  ----- 7'34.65
746-Caldwell, Webb  38.86 7741-Box, Earl - 18.32 .11679-Futrell, Robert - - 84.33
754-Calloway C,o. Soil Imp. , . -   371.80 7742-Box, Earl   . , .8.78 11703-Gaddie, Gordon - 595
943-Coats, Terra  7.84 7757-Boyd, Leonard ' 12.57 11707-Gagel, Clifford  70.69
' -1020-Collins, Willie B • -  ,  30.41 7758-Boyd, Leonard . 
. ,
if As 565 - 11769-Gardner, Ronald   63.25
1150-Campbell, Dale  84.00 7776-'Brade, Given - • 1719 11770-Gardner, Ronald • .   23.91
 _1159-Cnderjlowlandi._ 31l21  -71169.1irantley, D. F:- .....  , . -.........-..._,........  - 23.111---11T-4-Garland,41.-C. . ... ..._ ....., ..,______
-1169-Crouse,- Roger Dale dir.71-- 7872-Bratschi, A. G . ''s 10.04 11768-Garland, Carl .  43.38
_ _ ___ __ s . .
1111.14 7916-Bridges, Robed - -- - • ., . -
.
'- 817 ' - 11792-Garland, Diekie 74.33I196-Curmingham, H. L 
.
1202-Cunningham, Martha    7941--Brittain,-4.11.-.-4:-.----.-- . ,• f • ' 5 65 ' .11815-Garland, John S.  ,,  - - - ._ "-_-.„._::-:_. .68.03• nos-Gunningharn, Theodore IlL---.--;- - • - -was - 7977-Brookover, Ridiard • • - 8  Fr • 11816-Garland, John S - ,•  36.52
1248-Da ughtery . William D ' , irlir• 7978-Brookover, Richard " 194.09 ' 11817-Gar1and7-JoIrdS 129.80
1381-Drake. Werter Lewis 111  - . ' 1115.58. 7964-Brooks, Milton -t  8.73 11830-Garland, Paul . 175.18
1399-Ma%TitY, Pamela Clark : , '  ',': .117.88 211111-Brovrn, Dale , . 5.65 11831-Garland, Paul 33.38
 . 1433-Durrant, Marcia .3'1  - -----' --  • „ • -11212 ---1NII=Brown,-Verrue '•-•-•-• -  ' - -'-'•-•'----. 11 .i0 11843-Gariier, Arnie 
_... _ _ , .
— 10.63
1513-Geaum William P., - n-41 MN-Brown, William  _ , 143.67 11904-Gelsinger, Donald • 
1594-Falwell, R. H. Jr. _  . . 117.16 . 1111143ruce, David .. 
--•:,:- -41115-Fike, Bikby ; • • .  11.43 ' 1111*Bruced;11. - --- - ,_'._,.. .. __., 
. 5.65 12037-God in, Joe  4 ! 8 78
----- I ike; Bobby • kW • 11111-Bruee.1,0210 
 . . . . _89.46 12045-Goheen,Emily ________„.......Z-.___,f•-;-„,-,--.- .. 6.78
21.10 12086-Goodwin, Russell 102.71s :....• • - 
1 -FikeBobby  • -  81.43 ---11111-Brunsehwyler, John , , 39.68 12102-Gore, Willie  ' • - , 200 97
•   04.79  8054-Brunschwyler, Marion . -  _10.0t1688-Eike, Bobby w 
- -- 1689-Filre,Bobby T  __ . .. , • -11734--,-. 11-109-11ijiafreharleg_ 
-23-30 121164radtly.1.4anuel, 
, _ _ ....-17.61.' 6,90 1211Wraddy•Manuel. _ _-•
-- 1153-Gardner, Ronafgliamea - • - ...f..- •  - 7. 47.36 . 8154-Bucy, Don - • ------- 14.47 12129-Graham, Paul  '
.
11.28
1146-Gilbert, Vernon & Martha - ' .. 11.78 4 8159-Bucy, Frank  ' 
.4r ,....
.17.61 12149•Graviett, B. E 690
3627-Grant, Virginia ,  67.07 8196-Buhler, Loyd 33.38 12262-Griff en, Joel ' 99.55
31176-Gutherie, Thomas Lee  . • . .  123.61 8=5-Burke, Gerald , 817 12286-Grisson, James ....,  10.04
2092-Robinson, Danny  • 61.43 8248-Burkeen, Da ymon 17.61 12310-Grogan, J. D. • 22/.89
2104-Hale, Mary Mrs. 21.93 8250-Burkeen, Dennis M 11.30 12352-Gros Leslie  6.27
2158-Harding, Bert  9.51 8252-Burkeen. Eugene 
-1 - 
61.60 12374-Guess, Michael • 6.10
2428-Hopkins, J. L. - 267.38 8254-Burkeen, Eugene • , 47 77 12412-Hadley, Byron  ' 13.82
3452-Horribuckk, James R.  , 5  65 12519-Hall, Paul 
- . ..
7.502451-Hornbuckle, James  , .19.12 INS-Bum-keen, Paul . ,r 10.69 12514-Hall, Norman 
., ' 122.79--,• -', • 111111.8urkhart, Harry ' ' 25.81
2453-Hornbuckle William Sr. 2731 ' 8111-aurnett, Joe  95.59 12530-Hall, Wiley - 
. ....T., 
, 
3510-Hubbard. Louise ... ........... 1 ...... ......... . _.931-----11116-Burns, J. W. ... ............ ... „. ...... -  ..... , .. . .•. 7.52 , 12535-Harn. Donnie, . _____............._ -  
6.90
 827
, • .-31-.4ff-- 2357:Burwell, Nancy' ' '  12.57 12542-Hamilton, James R. 85.37 • 11-Hubbard:Louise
3013 14113-Kelley, Hiner  .$4
5  95 14524-Kelly, Mary Helen
=Mean,William B.44.17 - - -11115,PEubsinira-W 11.30
7236-Bearw, Buboes .. 11.30 11096-Everhart, Virgil .. 3 .3 I 51 
7238-Beane, Archie , 112.65 11104-Evitts, Clyde  45.70
7243-Beck, Clifford   .627 11105-Fannard, Len   8.17
7211-Bell & Overtry 6.90 11172-Farmes& Homes, Inc 100,81. . ; .  • - 
7264-Bell, Carl  6.90 11174-Farrar, Lawrence , 114.97
73V-Bennett, Carl    6.30 11121-Faulks, James .  13.12--..:N.7341-Bennett, Oscar -838 11273-Ferguson, H. W.  55.80
7346-Bentley. David  6.25 11311-Finley, Orne 8  11 -
7348-Benton, Jack . 315.37 11312-Finley, Patrick - . .: 5  65Ill a
-7351-Heetin7 Dark' . 6.7" - - 21331-Fish, R. E " '  7.52
Earl ' .. 13.48 8476-Cain, C.E. Jr. , •  11.30 12564-Hampton, John 10.60
2519-Hudspeth, Katherine . '  19.12 8505-Ca lhoon • E w in .  .21.90 12565-Hampton, Emily  7.52
2638-Jackson, Cathryn &I. 72 8539-Camp, Barney 15.09 .12580-Haney, Charles .i 
...,
9.43
2639-Jackson, Cathryn - • • 6.90 12628-Hargrove, Jimmy . 67.07 8550-Campbell, Burton  _  32.73
2651 Jackson. RiehardG_ _______._....,...-..... _ .. . 159_21_ ____161i-Carpenter, C.. 0. . .-t,= .74. .. . ,-, .....- ---.-:-.. .. ..... 6.27 12635-Hargrove, Phillip .. „I.._ ..  .: .... _ . ..„ . .2 .. , ... :. 39.88
- •
2714-Johnson, Fred H.  - , 72.71 • 111160-Carraway, Hugh • - - - , • • . : . ...-.‘... 8.17 12665-Harper, Doris ' - . 49,12.--
2730-Johnson. Perry Mamas_ .-..........................-........A*--,-1111.C. arr1411. James • • • • •-•-•-s-•-c.--.;•̀ • . • • i.-7...,- 4.,.......1.-• - • 7 52
MO-King, J. P.  55-79 INI-C-arsory, Bobby  • I.- • • ,, -162.410- - --- I2675-Harper-. Steven - - - - - -  -- - - - - , - • • .95.97
38115-Lash, Guy E.   39.44 Mr-Carson, Joseph  6.27 12685-Harrell, Dan 116.50
1115-Maggard, Theodore Paul • 95.29 8704-Carson, William  ' 6.27 12711-Harris, Donald .._ . 12.45
3340-Martin, Chester. ....— ' 784 8722-Carver, Kenton  13.21 12728-Harris, Renard 5  95
3341-Martin, Chester  .111.57 8754-C,atet, Walter • • 12.57 /2737-Harris, Willie 40.95
3376-Mathis, Wayne _ _ • . .  83.13 8773-Cauley, Michael 117.91 12779-Hart, Ralph 720
3469-McCuiston, Patter C. - ke 8816-Chamberlain, Clarissa  .5.95 . 12768-Hart. Herman '627
3507-11AeGeeheei Desiree -. . .11.77 8893-Cherry, Gerald  .6.27 - 12783-Hartman, David  - - 565
3700-Mitchell, Marilyn Reed 209.57 9061-Clifford, Jnsephiae ,_ .6.90 12787-Harwell, Thomas 627
3735-Moore, Aubrey , 78.36 9288-Co1son, Gary 111.71 12789-Harz, Albert . 
3875-Murray Marble & Garnite Works 77.57 9293-Colson, Jean .6.91) 12828-Haynes, George :,  
• 1181.5417 '
406$-Overby, Dickie M. 148:91 9310-Colson, Lonnie ,.., .30.21 12943-Haywood, David 7.52
4294-Perry, Willie Earl 24.77 9333-Compton, George I. • -  131.06 12844-Haywood Doris 930
4431-Ramsey, Richard A. 71.58 9352-Conner, Jerry 150.41 12857-Healy, Jim 627
4433-Randall, Richard T. 89.10 9357-Conner, Arlie 5.95 12881•HeIrns, James 
4506-Remole, Darrell R. 170.61 9364-Conway, Nancy 194.09 12883-Helstern, John 
. . -• 9  38
" 11.95
4588-Robertson, Larry  16.29 9366-Conyer, Donald 8  17 12885-Henderson, Billy.. , it  47
4629-Lowry, M. • .160.20 9367-Conyer, Donald  • • • ..  6.90 12905-Hendon, Dorsey 
4918-Martin, Tony  . 65.94 9384-Cook, Eddy . • - 86.64 I2924-Hendricks. C G  . •,  
.014..7407
4270-Shirley Edgar 439.28 9421-Coon, Charles 
-•„..
695 12928-Hendricks, James . ..............  -.....r„........ 5.95
5059-Skinner, Aberline  .33.22 9453-Cooper, James. $41 12969-Hensler, Alfred •-  300.64
5080-Smith Bonnie 140.43 9474-Cooper, Phillip 658 12979-Henson, Henry 043
5135-Minh, William Freeman Jr.  .38.86 9540-Cothran, Ephram L  . 878 12997-Herman, Joseph • ....... 596
5136-Smith, William Freeman Jr.  38.86' , 9560-Courtney, Mary  .42.00 13010-Herndon, Jackie 677
5187-Sparks, Maggie Martin  ,  7.36 9565-Coutts David  . 6.90 13017-Herndon, Johnny   16.03
5210-Stalls, Buel s  134.79 9566-Coutts, Margaret 6  90 13041-Herrmann, David ,  .7.50
5211-Stalls, Buel E. ,. ---- - --  50.41 9583-Cox, John . .. . 690 130,4A-Heaki.e, Metro 878
5212-Stalls, Buel E. 177.55 9625-Crass, James _ 6  95- 13060-Hester, Bobby 73.48
5213-Stalls, Buel E 50.14 9627-Crass, Larry  690 13112-Higgins, Bobby -_, 32.73
5214-Stalls,BuelF- . , 174-29 9694-Crider, Ted - -.  . -131WHigglos; Ha rry • 72154-
5232-Starks, Neal  .32.67 9732-Crouch, R. D. .. • 114.67 I3142-Hightower, Ernie 
 . 1-
  6.58
5345-Sununerville, Myra D.  168.06 9816-Cumbee Hurley 6.56 13152-Hill, Authur  . _____• 1.--,.. 12.89
. - . : 11.i0 13155-Hill, Barry 42.825427-Carter, Gerald ......... ' 44.50 9819-Cundiff, Kenneth
5448-Theta Delta Home Assoc  • 153.14 9833-A-Cunningham, David ... 655 13169-Hill Frank  7.52
126.34 9634-Cunningham, Dennis 
-
11.30 13201-Hill, Thomas  18.33
5631-Turner, Henry. 72.51 9873-Cunningham, Robert 178 13220-Hinkins, Elmer  6.43-_
5633-Turner, Kenneth T'.' .  , ..4 122.96 9911-Currin, James -6  90 13229-Hisaw. James  p• ,  6.275765-Walker, Jeanette ... ' .196.86 9924-Cutler, Steve  w  595 13234-Hixson, Clarence '  34.36
5799-Walls, Harold  .50.14 9929-Daily, Thomas 847 13239-Hobbs, Simon  5.65, 4 .•
5802-Walls, James " - 72.72 9930-Daily, Thomas .. 817 13241-Hobbs, William 39.68
5805-Walls, Wilburn  50.14 9968-Danner, Hershel 15.25 13776-Hogan, James -  8.17
5925-Wells, Oina  11-.73 9997-Darnell, James 217.93 13314-Holder, Curtis 
6051-William3, Dare IL'. -, 174.79 10042-Daugherty, William  45.99 13340-Holland, Leo 
,. . 24.14
6.77
6182-Wofford, fades ..  ,  7.26 10043-Da undra , Barbara .-  690 13400-Honnis, James .,  6.58
_ 
6216-Woods. Ralph • . 174.29 10054-Davidson, Howard .  7.52 13480-Hopkins, Ronald 65.83
COMMON SCHOOL DISTRICT . 10055-Davidson, George  27.95 13500-Horton, Bobby  9.43
BM No., Name Taxpayer. . • .Awassat 10059-Davis, C. A  7.52 13515-Holford, Keith , 99.556310-Abell, Jim  - • 196 -10071-Davis, George .4 . . _ . ...,6.27 13526-Houk, Vivian 752
6314-Abernathy, Andrew Tt.011 10075-Davis, J. L. , —.  .12.57 13548-Houser, Gary  8.47
6391-Adams, James  752 10068-Davis Ray ,,,,  462 13549-Houser, Gerald  77.06
6434-Adcock, F. D. 752 10090-Davis, Robert  12.57 13565-Houston, Ervin •  6. 90
6444-Adsit, Glenn 677 10105-Dawson Floyd • •   91.01 13582-Houston, Robert  6.78
6462-Akey, Elizabeth $17 10174-Denniston, Louis  6.90 I3637-Hudgins. James  6.17
6474-Aleshire, William   12.59 10224-Dick, Roger  14.47 13874-Hughes, Doris 10.69 .
6484-Alexander, Gene S. 187.50 10231-Dick, William  8.22
6490-A lexa nder. James  5.95 10241-Dieterlen. Carl •  6.90 3 
6497-Alexander, T. G. 196.42 10243-Dietz, Jack  6.27
6498-Alexander, T. G. 211.55,194.09 10274-Dixan, Dan 
6513-A Ilbritten, George  6.27 10321-Doihnan, Frederick  18.38
6541-Allen. David .,  886 141123-Dame, Elmer 8 17
6551-Allen, Thomas . .  . . 6.56 10359-Doran, Don ,,,,, IL • • 33.20
6558-Allen, William , ' • ALM 10373-Dorris, Luther. 595
6577-A1ton, Eugene, Jr.  ,  .139.75 10381-Doster, John , .,:_,..:... 
. 
10 69
6596-Anunona. James R. .. .15.09 1111194-Douglas, Bonnie . :•-••••: :•. . ' t• - 194 09'
6606-Anderson, Earl  14.47 10413-Dowdy & Hanka Motors . 11 95
6632-Anderson, Jospeh - -- "---4t -- . 103.89 10448-Downing, Jimmy . 112 15
416710,Applegate, Carl -z, .:.  -, . .--:!....-_. .'. .., AL% aw 18461-Downs, Ed • ..- , - .. ,,.. . .-„.../.1201$'76-Aqrlisa,--MisquSle 1106;0-'17--i; • 7 . - - —.74: 943 101116.0uke. Ma rv in -  T- •• • r
6677-Arant, Felix • , 8.78 141181thdie Marvin $  90 
14161-Joiner, William
6678-Arant, Glenna , 115.32 111111-Duke, W. E. I  17
6708-Armstrong., Thomas . • 117 111111111-Dulaney, W T , 18.36
6725-A rnett , Ric tut rid . . 17.27 10116-Dunavan Prentis  ... • 973•
6632-Bailey. Arthur /I r  42.82 10513-Duncan, Alfred E. 71.06
5566-Todd, Lloyd D. 
398.95.
  6.51
1%25-Duncan, Carl.  • .3111
•-•
13789-Hutchens, Michael
13794-Hutchens, Hafford   11.30
13858-Ingersoll, Michael 34 16
13872-Inland Dev. Corp  266.40
13879-Inland Dev. eorp 
13882-1nman, H. C •
13896-Irwin, David
13911-J & J Corp. 10.04
14047-Jennings, James .. • 10.04
14048-Jennings, Jerry , 5 95
1571541anning, Michael •  187.18
15717-11an fling , Ronald • • -1  11.30
15745-Marine, Merritt , 8.71
15769-Marshall, Charles- • 10.04
15792-Martin, Harold 7.52
15809-Maruschak, John, Jr. 9  43




15965-McCallon, Joe Pat  178.84
0  90
15975-McCarthy, Clayton" 5  95









16049-McCormick, H. M 
 A lex'. 
.14.3.9021
16050-McCormick, H. M 
16156-McDougal, Delores   4212
16115-McFarland, Helen 6  95
16191-McGee, Lynn • 's 5  95
16203-McGuins, Gene 5.95
16210-McIntosh, Ronnie • 6  82
16232-McKie, Donna  .5.95
16233-McKie, Donna  5.65
16238-McKinney, Fred  181.48
16250-McKinney, Deward • 120.36
16276-McLeod, Claude  27.08
16281-McLeod, Jimmy 45.99
16291-McMinn, 
Rjoseussiet11:   13.50
  4.17
t.











































16625-Mithcell. Roe Lee   5.95
16632-Mitchuson, Thomas  42.82
16637-Mitchuson, Obie  30.21
16644-Moelter, Karl
16666-Mohundro, Mildred 
16672-Mondragon, Angel  
16721-Moore, Dottie
11778-Morgan, Frances
16786-Morgan, James  
16842-Morriri4ichae1 •












--• •-7•00 -441118146irtan. Mason rot . .. ... 1"6 9014
t4143











14529-Kellow, William G  ,,,...-r LIT
MAI 61.1C s.nnerty _ William„..._-,.....h.a.LS....÷.a.S.11........alli1121111-..
41461kKennemore, Marvin  ,...*  ; . .11.78
14627-Kern, Ray ,-. 238.04
,14644-Key, Gary 47.78
14645-Key, Gary ,- ..  133.66
14727-King.4rvelee 11.11
14745-Xing, James -- -- - -,  11.95,
. 14753-King, Walter , 10.04
14794-Kim Euel Franklin  156.27
14816-Knepp, Vernon .  ... ....... . 12.89
14645-Knight, Aurman  - ., '
,




14934-Labodie, Laverne- - - • . ."   6.27
11 942:-Lafferty, Dan  7.84
•15022-Lancaster, Carlisle  • 17.61
15039-Lane, Gaylon • 6  27
15079-Lassiter, Blanche 36.52
15138-Latimer, Calvin ....... • 38.53
15152-Lawrence, Bobby H  _ - 30_21
15153-Lawrence, Cereta .....-.. --. • .... --..:-----....  20.19 -
15157-Lawrence, Era  • ia. - . .8.17
15158-Lawrence, EVa ' • •  ,  . 8 47
15206-Lecompte, Carl '  
. . , .8.17
-15201.1...edeS, Cladne . ---1_--- •-•-•-111-6-4•-• -114r,-'-
15239-Lee, Jesse - --IA - - 
the Housta.15257-Lee, Robert
And the15315-Lewellyn Lawrence - -
15330-Lewis, James - $17 sight. -
15341-Lewis, Melba  11.96 - Lad
15340-Lewis, Melba 1311
15350-Liebert, Robert ,..„ _ 1016 _ a
,15354-Lightrey, Melvin - • -- 1----_z• ' , - .. 11. Fifi15371-Lindsey, Clare  • - , tie
15376-Linaiek, Richard .„-: . . . ...  . . . .....,,_,,,• . ....... ,7.311. -•,_. -- - 







15456-L(1,6,PM/lir • -  - ------- -- — 68 '
15476-Lovett, Kenneth . 7.52
15521-Lowe, Kellie ' - ..60.74
15524-Lowe, Randall E.   16.03
I5596-Lyons, J. H.  6.90
15598-Lyons, Luther 
15612-Madden, John 
-.---,---,----,• • r ..... 61.73
• - 11.30
15613-Madden, William_ 17.80
15650-Main, James  






15681-Maness Robed . • ,
15683-Maness, Willie • `-• -51111- 
156M-Manion , Harioy • - . • -- ' 637 -
15690-Manis, Thomas •" 77.88. -




7 52 16943-Mu1key, Arnold
30 21 1111111-Murphy, Joyce *
11.30 17111-Murray, Bill R. 
36.52 Vill.myees, Jerry
31.38 1707-Nance, Rob
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PAtt S MURRAY, Xy., LEDGER & TIMIS, Moeller', April 24, 1978
•
__11111111Misommeseasek. 
( MURRAY LEDGER Er rnmEs)
L
Sreds Get 21 Runs, 25 Hits
 .411.72
37.$1


































































































































erins Houston Open To
Take Third Straight Tourney
HOUSTON (AP ) - One of He'll try the New Orleans
Gary Player's standard Open this week for a fourth
comments, almostatedefrith7cOnsecutive wbith
the South African globe- last accomplished by -Jack
• trotter, is: Burke in 1952.
"Golf. is a -vcrt14obli, "Oh, .no. You don't dare let
verystrange-gairfte'‘------ - yoorseif start thinking you
In the-last three weeks boi_can't be beaten. You never
turned itielloatruism. think that," he said, and
His victories have been repeated, "Golf is a very
among the more unusual in humbling game.
American golf history and the "But," • he continued, "I'll
, game has, indeed, been a very tell you this. It's much easief
humbling one - to his doing it this way, playing 1
competitors. tournaments in a row'
In the final rounds of the last having Your family with y
three events he's made up an than commuting to South
incredible 17 shots and Win all-Africa, as I've done for the
_three- ----the-Ilastera, --'Foilr---4ast *years."  '
nament-of Champions and now" Player otaili from-4r shots
the Houston Open. off the Nimbi the MSc round*
And there's no letup in of_ ilkt___Ilasters and Tour- •
sight. name-lit of Champions. On
Sunday he came. from 3
strokes behind - actually he
was 5 behind at one time
during the final 18 holes -
with a solid, no-bogey, 3-
enderpar 69 that left him a
single stroke- in front of big
Andy Bean.
His winning total was 270, a
distant 18 shota under par on
the 6,997-eird Woodlands
Country Club cettLse and the
best 72-hole total an the tour
this year. •
It made him only the 10th
man in PGA Tour history to
win three -consecutive titles;
the first in two year; and the
first-foreign .payer to -sweep
-three in a row since- Webby
- Locke, also of South Afrtca,
turned the trick 31 years ago
▪ 1947-.
Pla* also won $40 000
But Only Come Up With Split
By TONY WILSON -
MSU Sports Information
Murray State's Andy Rice
fired a three-hitter for a 10-0
win over Middle Tennessee in
the first game, but the Blue
Raiders belted three 'Bred
hurlers for 14 hits in the
second game, winning 15-11
and gaining a split of its Ohio
Valley Conference
doubleheader Saturday at
Reagan Field. - - 
Rice's victory was his third
straight complete-game win,
upping his season mark to 5-3.
The junior. lefthander tossed
another three-hitter in a 7-1
win over Austin Peay, then
followed with a seven-hit, 6-2
decision over Western Kett-
tucky. He now owns a team-
leading 1.94 earned run
average.
Rice allowed only three
harmless singles - in the
first, third and fifth innings -
enroute to an eight-strikeout,
six-walkdouble provided another  pe =fiance.
-"Mr -curve and-m,-alitlar---Righthander Scott Durham;-.1
were working very well," said
Rice, "and their starting a lot
of lefthanded hitters really
helped. Most of them tried to
_ Lady Racer Track Team from -the total purse of pull everything imd ended uproom° Thai pushed his popping up or grounding out.
Murray scored plenty of
League - Meet =f,$),,f1,0oothe_tamteulfth:en runs quickly, giving Rice allFifth In he needed in the first inning.— he'd collected' in anypowerful Eastern Eentnekynt and the twe..i.Tille rein. y _season in ths 21 years he"; Doran Perdue and Darrel
came away with top honors _team managed to get third 
bee__ n __pitying the American Niswonger rapped bacA40-
this weekend at the mut places. BettY Fox, Mary Van -mar. An ISSTSIOS first man to
Track Championships 'at_ _puma,. Sisin McFarland and thlietAtntrican titles thil
Western Kentucky University, Jeeb-Merten combined for a- ---seas°16
E Importantl the 42- ear-old-7astern finished with 180 48.59 in the 440-yard relay Y,
points while second-place while the two-mile relay team physical fitness buff is the
Western Kentucky was far vrinningest player in the game With Muffay State_
. -
normally a starter, replaced
Rig,gins with two outs in the
frame and a runner on second.
Catcher Ted Poe prevented
"further Blue Raider scoring
when he fired to Perdue at
second, catching the runner
far off base.
Murray scored three times
in its fourth, but Middle added
five more in the fifth to take a
behind with 116. Other scores
included Morehead 102,
Kentucky 98, Murray State 78,
Louisville 4, Berea 4 while
of Pattie Bidet, Margaret
Kopatz, Mary Jane Gates and
Glore finished in 10:
MSU had three fourth
places. Mary Ann McConnell
Centre along with Asbury was fourth in the 1,500 meters
College failed to score. with i personal best and
The best. Merray per- school record of 4:58.1; Betty
formance came_ from fresh- _Fox had a 15.3 tind was fourth
man Clieryl'elora.-She-46Fa- in the 100-meter hurdles and
school record of 57.48 and
finished second in the 400-
meter dash. The Racer 880-
medley relay team of Betty
Fox. Judy Morton, Mary Van
barren *rid ElierwraliailIsiirriedi
second, being clocked in
1:48.11.
Murray had quite a few
third place finishes. Leigh
Ware had a 121-0 in the discus
for a personal best; Cindy
Farrand had a 5-5 in the high
jump; Glenda Calabro in 18:29
in the 5,000 meters; Karen
Harding placed third in the
pentathlon; and Glore had an
18-942 and was third in-the long
jump. -
Also, the.. 440Yard relay
Judy Morton's 12.13 placed
fourth in the 100-yard dash.
Murray had three fifth
places. Becky Beckman had a
personal best of 5:01.21 in the
1,000 meters; Susan
McFarland was fifth with an
18-3 in the long jump and the
mile-relay team of Pattie
Bittel, Margaret Kopatz,
Mary Jane Gates and Cheryl
Glore was fifth in 4:18.63.
The Racers had sixth places
from Gates in the 400-meters
with a 60.5 and from Calabro
in the 3,000 meters with an
11:00.33.
• ,The Racers will end their
season with a , meet at
Memphis State TueSoLly.
this year and &LYS he's playing"
back singles before Robin
Courtney singled for one run
and first baseman Bill
Wagoner doubled to right for
another. Wagoner scored on a
passed ball a few moments
later to give the Zeds a 3-0
lead.
After Cliff Beuchel and al
Luigs singled to open the
second, Niswonger drilled a
home-run - a three-run blast
to right center - to make it 6-0.
Three more runs in the fifth
and another in the sixth
provided the final margin.
Middle Tennessee jumped to
a 14-4 lead in the second game,
then held off a furious Murray
rally in the final two innings to
hang on for the victory. The
Blue Raiders scored five
timeS•off lefty Mark Higgins in
the second inning, then
knocked him out with four
more in the third. Three
straight Murray infield errors
gave Middle two runs before a
bettet now than at any time Murray State University has landed a highly-sought big
his 25-year pro Career. man for its basketbeiLteam.
MSU assistant coach Steve Newton today announced the
Racers have signed 6-10, 230-pound Mike Diederick to a
national letter of intent.
Diederick, a native of Oberling, Ohio, played his junior
college, ball at Henry Ford Junior College in Coetroti. During
the two seatillie--a Henry Ford, the team -compiled a 43-14
record. _
As a friehman, Diederick averaged 1,4 points and 10
rebounds per game before suffering an inury last season. He





arumu.nced that center_ Bill
Walton will miss the rest ofthe
club's National Basketball
Associati6n playoff games this
season because of an ankle
fracture.
Team spokesman John
White said doctors discovered "His statistics from last season don't really indicate how
Walton had a fracture on the-- -much ability he has," Newtonsaid.
inside of his left ankle and--; - "He played for an extremely well-balanced team and in a
placed him in a walking cast. controlled-type situation," Newton added.
Walton, who scored 10 points "His potential is ahead of him," said Henry Ford coach
and pulled down six rebounds Jim Armitage. "He chose Murray so he could join coach Ron
Friday night before leaving Greene who has, along with the staff, proven themselves as
the game With intense pain in winners and they also develop talent," Armitage added.
his left foot, sat out the second "He was quite impressed with the university community
half of Portland's 96-93 and the people he met on the visit to Murray,- said Newton.
second-game Victory over Diederick is the fifth player to sign with the Racers. Others
Seattle when the Trail Blazers include 6-1 guard Jerry Ftembert, 6-5 forward Barry Snow, 6-
evened _ the Western Con- 5 swingman Herman Boyd and 6-6 forward Allen,'Mann.
ference best-of-seven Newton said Greene expetts to sign sorne more players
semifinal series at 1-1. soon
bit 144 advantage,', • It was caught for the first
In the sixth, - the . 'Breris out, but the relay home was
began chipping away at the wild, allowing Perdue to score
lead. Tom Felui and Luigs and Niswonger to advance to
opened the inning with walks, third. Courtney doubled deep
then scored on a Perdue to the center field wall,
double to the left field wall. scoring Nisvronger:-
Niswonger
.
 singled to put Starting Blue Raider pitcher
runners on first and third David Booker, who had stifled
before Tony l'hreatt lofted a Murray on five hits prior to
short fly ball to right. th-e sixth, exited, bringing in
sidearmer Mike McMain.
Women's Net Trtimrs-
Team .Wins Tvio 
HOUSTON - Brian Gtott-
fried defeated Remanian Ilie
-
_ Nas_tase 34.872. 6-1 to win the
Tato To 11 5 $175,000 World ChampionshipTennis tournament at River
The Murray State women's
tennis team upped its seasoh
record to an impressive 114
with a pair of wins at Austin
Peay this weekend. -
Murray won 9-0 over Car-
son-Newman and 7-2 over
Austin Peay.




If Wake Forestfollows form in
the • Chris Schenkel
Intercollegiate Invitational
golf tournament, the Deacons
need not show -up for next
'singles matches Against,. Jeer's ninttintin_usi_eVenti. •
-arson-Newman--. in straight The Deiennar capturing:1417
title for the- fourth time in
--aght years Sunday, Win- only
in the even years.
The Deacons have captured
the title in 1972, 1974, 1976 and
1978, defeating defending




11-foot birdie putt . on the the
sets.
At number one, Karen Weis
won-4-0E---6-0 over Rhonda
Brooks; Lyn Martin won 6-1,6-
2 at two over Virginia
Sullivan; Anne Ress won 6-2,
6-2 at three over Cindy Mash;
Kathy Lindstrom won 6-0, 6-1
at four over Kathy Cesutti;
Leanne Owen won 6-0, 6-1 at
five over Lisa Clark; arid at
six, Yvonne Utley won 84, 64 'third hole of a sudden-death
over Teresa Cunningham. - --playoff - Sunday to take
In doubles, Martin-Ress won -medalist- -honors over
6-0, 6-0 oVer Brooks-Sullivani—Alalsaffirs'Garrre'vUofifin-
Weis-Utley won '6-1, 6-0 over
Mash-Cescutti; and at three,
Lindeirem-Owen won 6-1, 6-0
over Clark and Valerie
Adams.
Against Austin Peay, the
Racers won five of six singles
matches. Weis won 6-2, 6-2 at
tee over Diana Scott; Martin
mkt 6484 at two over Mary
Covingbin-Ress lost in split
sets at three . to Marci
Woodard., falling 6-4, 3-6 and 4-
6; Lindstrom won 6-3, 6-4 at
four .over Linda Cook; Owen
won- 6-3, 6-1 at five over Tina
Brown; and at six, Utley won
.74, 6-0 over Mabel Covington.
Ress pulled a muscle and
she and doubles partner Lyn
Martin had to default .at,
number one. At two, Weis-
Utley won 8-1, 6-2 over Scott-
Brown while at three, Owen-
Lindstrom won 7-5, 6-2 over
Mary Covington and Mary
Rose.
' The Racer wornen will host
Middle Tennessee to a 3 p.n.
match Thursday to close out
the season.
Wagoner reéted him with a
sharp single to left, scoring
Courtney !and trimming the
margin 4.14-9.
Poe 4ollowed with a
tower' two-run homer to left
cente , and after pinch hitter
Mike Fishback walked, Mc-
Main left, bringing in Mike
Moore. Moore induced Fehn to
ground out, and after Luigs
walked, retired Perdue On a
.dribbler to first.
Middle ma-de it 1-5:11 in the
top of the seventh with a
sacrifice fly, then stifled a
'Bred comeback bid in the
bottom half of the frame. _
Niswonger opened the in-
ning with a walk before
Thread belted -a deep:fly to
dead center field. Bert Fugua,
with' his back against the
fence, made the catch, and-
two subsequent ground ode
ended the game. •
The 'Breds, 24-17 overall;
ended their OVC Western ,
Di_v_ininn schedule with. a .7._-_
mark. Champion Western
Kentucky, ,which defeated
Austin Peay in the first game ..
of a doubleheader last week,
finished 9-2-1 after the second
game was called because of
darkness. Middle finished 6-6,
Peay, 4-7-1. ..,
Murray completes its
season this week, hosting
single games with Memphis




  str r
Perdue-2b 4 1 1
to finish at 211 along with owThret y.ib 
Sunday over the par 72, 6,850- .7.70,..n 
Club course. Both parred the Voitrs'a
first-two holes of the playoff. Middle
Wake Forest had a team Murray
score of 865, with Georgia at
874. Ohio State was third with
r878, followed-by-Florida at 880 eererwee. 
and South arolina at 887. Ye'lweaer-rt ' 4 '2 2
The rest of the Top 10 in- ceernterat 
eluded' Florida State 888, 
s 1
wagoner-a - 1 2•
Georgia Southern 892, North Tooley-If 
4 1
3 1
Carnlina 893, Alabama 894 and 1
Memphis State 897. 
go4a 
2 2 6
 I r  •
11 11 le.
Wrenn shot a 3-under-par 69 141orseorrrt:--- •••-• 3 2 S
4 1 2
3 .1 2Trivisonno, who had a 72 Wagoner-lb   3 2 3
4 1
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(COntiONSIMi From Page 4)
I7155-Needy, Edward 10.98
17161-Nelson, Cynthia 27.08,
17187-Ness, Donald . 6  27
17190-Nestrud, Maurice .... ,  11.30
17223-Newport, Evelyn 17.61
17241-Newton, James  19.56





17339-O'Brien, Stephen   .5411'
17360-Odom; Clayton &711-
17392-01Ier, Edward  18.26
17404-Ordiway, Eldon 30.21
17408-Orgon, Wayne 8  78
17544-Outland, Kenneth  159.44



















18465-Pritohett, Bobby   27.08
18493-Privitt, Earl ▪ 18.87
18496-Proctor, Ebert, Jr 109.02
185711-Ouick, Slas 5  65
19613-Raines, Edmund E. 5  65 -
18620-Ramby, Harvey 30.84
18621-Ramey,Roland ... ..68.03
18641-Ramsey, Wilbur  5.95
18663-Rasberry, Bud a. ...  59.27
18685-11a tclif, Geneva 10.6e
-1611117-Ray, David 5,95
18787-Rebitz, Ola . '  10.69
18795-Reid,kobert  16.20
:18795-Re1kRobet7., .-
18801-Renfro, Mike ,  - 58.59
18876-Richardson, Rodney 47.42




19022-Roberts, J. W 8  37.
LEGAL NOTICE.
19024-Roberts, James T.  61.24
19028-Roberts, Leota 10.04
19059-Robertson, Eugene est. •  10.69
19110-Roby, H. E  8.17
19116-Rodgers, James M.  13.21
I9133-Rogers, Dwain & Ralph  124.14
19152-Rogers, Jimmy 118.45
19155-Rogers, Larry W. • 10.36
.6.58 19163-Rogers, Orrin R.  595
5  95 19216-Rose, James  .8.27
• '.95 19230-Rose R. V. 9  10
. 19228-Roseberry, Glenn E. 117.66
.19289-Ross, Cornelia Fay , - 705
Ross, Wilbli, n — ------6 90
• -  7.5219305-Rowland, Joe P. -
-19383-Rushing, L. L.  
19397-Russell, Eugene
19402-Russell, J. C. & Billy 88.00
19413-Rust, Mary 40.31
19447-S St Y Livestock 9  43
817 19459-Salmon, John R. 72.94
49.12 19479-Sanders, Charles .16.03
188.58 19481-Sanders, Dorthy 6  90
 23.91 19486-Sanders, Ira .........   6.27
6  27 19553-Schindler, Leonard J.  93.24
8  17 19555-Schippert, Bill 10.04
8  78 1956t-Sciunidt,Robert V   9.38





7  52 19631-Scott., Curtis E. 7  52
623 19676-Scull, A. H. 56.69
627 19718-Setser, Marion V.  13.77
6.27 19763-Sheen, Joesph Wade  6.43
27.08 19809-Shelton, William Jerry 120.80
595 19845-Shewmake, A. J 6.58
6  27 19065-Shipley, Donalct- 7  541
9  73 19896-Short, James P 6  90
.• 68.06 `19932-Sieting, Robert L. 23.91
19936-Sigmon, Grover Cleveland  25.74
20000-Singleton, Terry 6  77
20006-Skaggs, William L. 6  42
20012-Skelton, Morris M 6.27
20020-Skra bola, Joe  7.20
20022-Slate, Paschall '    8.27
20023-Slate, Paschall 12.57
20032-Sloan, Kimiellen, .. :.......... ..  152.14
•
20033-Sloan, Kim Allen . 8  17
20056-Smith, Al _   ._. 10.04
20057-Smith, Albert ,.  42.12
200611-Seeith, Altredi. . . , arrwrapirrerarr-  12.67
20133-Smith, Herman B. 
, .. . $5.17
161/16.4inetth-, 3: W. - --  78 91
20142-Smith, James Edd  50.68
20149-Smith, Joe C. 5.95
20176-Smith, Martha J.
20105-Smith, Nancy B. 
30300-Smith, 0. B. 






20223-Smith, Robert L  7.50
20246-Smith, Walter H. & Bonnie  92.04
2029I-Snow, Gladys  6.58
20312-Souder Eugene J.  6.58
20313-Souder Eugene J. 16.32
20314-Southard, Christine 181.94
20351-Sparks, Donald  9.43
20385-Spoonamore, Thomas N.  8.17
20398-Stacey J. C   A.52
20405-Staffy, Charles D 59.34
20496-Stauder, Thomas J.  , 6.90
20512-Steele, Kenneth  31.80
20532-Steen, Bernard 66.53
20580-Stewart, Ralph C 87.60
20581-Stewart. Ralph C -- • 93.46
20582-Stewart, Ralph C   13.21
20584-Stewart, Ralph C. Jr. 144.00
20585-Stewart Raymond  8.17
20586-Stewart, Reginald  6,27
20591-Stewart, Roy  20.77
20616-Stockton, Michael 565
20644-Stone, Charles R. & Joie  7.84
20664-Stone, Joe Pat 121.62
20694-Story, Ray Jr. 285.78
20706-Struss, Robert W  9 43
20816-Sutherland, Charles E.  7.52
20824-Sweet, Shiem M   6.90
20825-Sweetwater Lake Inc 8  17
20&17-Swindall, William H 8  17
20909•Tancrede, Donald T. .  13.82
20980-Taylor, Joe B.  6.27
21013-Taylor, Steven M. • 68  03
21070-Thomas, Kenneth W_ 175 18
21090-Thomas, Raymond • 6.90
21100-Thornason, Mark ,t. • 83.80
21120-Thompson, George W.  11.30
21121-Thompson, George W.  -  8.17
21139-Thompson, Kay 7.65
21168-Thorn, Bobby L 15.5l
21218-Thornburg, Robert E. Jr.
21#0-Thornburg, Robert E. Jr.
• 21 AM-Thornberry,'Elwyn 
21371-Todd, Kenneth E 
21378-Todd, Myles & Billy  
21453-Tremblay, Richard & Sharon
21459-Trenholnul Drive hui
21478-Trouch, Robert
21487-Trouelt, Robert ........... . . .
21528-Tacker, Herbert •
21534-Tucker, James ft. -SF:* , , 7.52














21744-Van Atwerp, J. Spencer .  42.98
21760-Vance, Jan R.  203 56
21777-Vanderitaff, Thomas . . .. : .......... 8.17
21882-Wa ester, MichaelK. 8  78
21927-Walker, Franklin  54.73
•
LEGAL NOTICE
21946-Walker, James W. 
21952-Walker, John R.
22003-Wallace, Minnie
22021-Wallis, Jack C 
air I-Walls, Eanie 





4 I 22205-Watts, William  '
22224-Weaver, Lindsay A
22227-Webb, Austin B. 
.20547-Stephenson. Donald --,22252,-WellinglieRenjamie F,
20568-Stevens, Edward - • • • • 7.53 22256-Wells, Billy 
22282-Wells, Michael Edward
22.117-West, James
22370- Wheeler, Oynaul J.
22371-Wheeler, Oynaul J.
22420-White, Jimmy



















22575-Williams, Charles B 
22598-Williams, Edward J.  
22603-Williams, Gerald K.  
22635-Williams, James Tripp
22648-Williams, L. H. "
22660-Williams, Mary L.
22664-Williams, 0. C. .
72677-Williams, Ray E.
22705-Williamson, J. C. Jr.  
22712-Willie, Robert • ' 





22877-Wilson, William C . 
22886-Winarski, John W  •
22887-Wineeski, Tammy Y. 
22941-Wischmeir, Ralph E 
22954-Wiseman, Surlene 
22963-Wofford, Mary F. • • •
22968-Wolf, Carl E. Jr. .., .............
4009-Woods, Gene.•  /37.85
23023-Woods. Wayne .64 •
2.103/ -Woriten , Cliffeed .
23034-Workman, Buddy '   49.77
23105-Wyatt, Glen E 14.49
23142-Yathrough, Donnie D. 34.94
23166-Yopp, John L. 8  27 '














































-tiose second with 46.
Pipe 111!MINIMT.4..101111 a MB, Ileadoy, AI N, 19711
rIo -yWUn Title-.
In Class A, WKC Meet
3 BreaLararell 42'11"
Ballard Mein. 4 Stewi11% eagagbal1391"
Other scores included Fort 2. Mark
1 Da 41.'04"
Pi
Campbell 33, Fulton City 16, 3. Howard
Ballard Memorial 13, Heath coverli'untsus,irimaa" 'II, Murray High 8 and Crit- 1.34 1
- tenden County 5. .
Only two teams participated : 
-
in the AA, division and 1.fitave 1=1
Blapki n sv ill e won w it h 
3. Pwr p.11=11 ty t•Ig••
while - Mayfield roe- tifieT1111/4•• Linn co- -
--111,eond with- RV --- •
ST'
/ There were several
standing performances In • the
Meet but the top one came hi-,
• the 440-yard dash where
  Tiopkinssille sephornore
-71%111am BUSTtlfrITILiiipity wit* •
the event, winning in a highly-
impressive time ot. 49.8. •
, Burris also won the 100-yard
-dab in 10,49 and the 220-yard
dieh Zt:S.,
• -Tsigg County claimed the MIS fifth II &Iry 
2-Ailwrinkrts~olissur PIA Vera am AA
• 3. LW, 1410.11.1 Mem. utry•
11 11110 homers Saturarin-the Milptay ' High Will host t NialaaMMKPIAMmpbell 1202" 1110- LA wacin auctner.
Western Kentucky Conference MarallCounty and Mayfield Tarkr".haii-warsr, - ramdjeleiecomactk4der'finpkinavwebte3l eki
Track Meet held at Roy in a triangular, meet Tuesday, &DOW Grower, Intr. Mir Arm Or A
Stewart Stadium. Fort Campbell in a dual meet S' Mild" Laahlr•14871arthellirl" 1 Wade Buchanan, Ballard co.
The Wildcats racked up 49 Thursday and will participate t Anthony Parker, Fulton City 432V" rt.
points while Rieurellville was a in the MSU High School In- nr.w' ode Buchanan,
vitational Saturday.
.21.4iDixtoni steittre,eitTrcamigs pbenCo.217; .
• tag Ampelin AA woe
-- Mayfield had double win-
ners ie field events from
junior David Clymer in the
, long jump and triple jump
while UK-bound George
Taylor won first places in the
stipt put and discus.
• In the ClasS A dIVIsion,
OYU MI TOP -o Sophomore Gory Wig !OMB ilowe dew. Charles Alexander of Trigg
doming  104 to Wm bit *se in the psis "eisiltjeoi County and Todd Jacobs of
mistuko. was eked, listery scored by Oho Wpm.. Fort eriinPbell were AVEli
double winners.
Alexander ekrn the 100-you'd
--- dash in 10.2 and-the
"----edash -22.8. Jacobs, only-a--
art Sh-utout Victories junior, was -virtually ,unschallenged and certainly not
pushed as he scored wins in
By BARRY 1111124ER and Bob skaoro 'retired New the mile and two-mile 
runs.
AP Spark Writer Yorkers in order in the ninth. Jacobs won the 
mile in
The Toronto Blue Jays and The Brewers are 4-1 against 
4:13.6 and the two-mile run in
- • Oakland A's may not have too the Yank's Una year. 10:14.5.
Murray High had one vic-many thrills this season so Ben Oglivie's homer and a an the dip, and that 
they probably should. savor two-run. single by 'Sal Bando torY 
came-
the pitching gema, turned in provided the Milwaukee runs heTai
 theetaggim- Jackson clouted 17.0 'rh̀ rh"s̀e p0"14-
rsonal 
e vault.The Blue jays, who had the his third horner for New York.
worst record in the majors in Tigers3-1. Rangers 6-2 In 
other Murray High,
finishing last in the American Ftichie Zisk's fourth homer 
results, the freshman 8110-
relay team was third; DavidLeague East in their first of the year won the nightcap was fi.,,,rth in the
• season last year, can point for Texas in the llth inning, ;71;:t'•;;;77rai. Jai;;;;;; fourth
'proudly to Jesse Jefferson's snapping an eight-game losing „„ the an„, t7;wiipk the ow-
_ 443 Wanking Se streak for the Rangers. Bump -
•
y tearn Chicago Sunday.Sunday. The A's, who Wills also homered for Texas.; , -
--strere 63-911-and-iest-iwthrikb-inthe game as the Tiger s 
varsity division of the eves*
-West in 1977, are expected to a fivegame winning. skein 
Craig Johnson was fifth in the --- poutrif puici 
Money Nigh leaser' Gerd Stephenson
be near the bottom of..-the broken. 100-yard dash, Grettis, placed fourth in the shot put Saturday at the WKC Meet. The
• -division standings again this Rusty Staub drove in three 
Bumph's was fifth in the high
-year, so they might want to runs and scored two and Jason hurdles and 
Claude Johnson - tilers Pier-sti fifth in Me meet.
remember rookie John Thompson had three safeties
Johnson's - six-hit, 5-0 to pace the Tigers' victory in
.'whitevrashing of Seattle. the opener.
For Jefferson, 1-2, it was his Red Sox 6-7. Indians 3-10
first major-league shutout and The Indians v irt Wetly;
the first three-hit .game in handed the Red Sox the opener
Toronto's short AL history. by committing five errors,
And he accomplished the feat including one by reliever
against his former team, Dennis Kinney which led to
which surrendered him in the the winning run. Carlton Fisk
19'76 expansion draft. knocked in that run with a James Bynum knows the
Royals 6, Orioles 5 double and George Scott right time to get a hit
two-run double The Calloway County HighHal McFtae drove in three followed with a
School freshman shortstopruns with a home run and a in the eighth inning.
had six official times at bat intwo-run double, and a quintet In the nightcap, Duane
of Kansas City relievers held Kuiper had four hits and drove 
a twinbill with South Hopkins
off the Orioles. in the winning run in the 11th 
Saturday at the Murray.
Calloway County Park ,A.
"Every guy I brought in did inning. The Indians took a 7-6
In those six times, he ha
-
the job on the first hitter he lead in the 10th on Paul Dade's
one hit but that one hit came allfaced," said Royals Manager RBI double but Boston tied it
the right time and was, theWhitey Herzog of relievers on Jerry Remy's sacrifice fly
right hit: a grandslam homer!.
Larry Gum, Steve Mingori, la the beittnni of the liming.
The blast by Bynum enabled
Doug Bird, Al Hrabosky and Butch Hobson became the
-Use Lakersiopull off a-64 win
Ptittin'BUt Marty Was 1Rh 'tatifer Ft Trig& lesegfle in the -opener before South Bynum's bornertui made it five times.the only guy who didn't mess history to drive in at least one Hopkins bounced back for an Over the fence in left, clearing It remained a 6-1 Southup later." run in 10 consecutive games as 11-1 win in the nightcap and a the bases and the dugout. Hopkins lead until the fifthBrewers 3, Yankees he belted a two-run homer in In the top of the seventh, when the visitors scored fiveLarry Sorensen pitched the opener and a three-run 
split
. South Hopkins led 5-0 going South Hopkins put one runner more times, a three-runeight innings of five-hit hall shot in the second game.  into the last of the seventh on but could do no more homer producing the most
Tereammommo............,„ inning. They had taken a 1-0 damage. damage.
lead in the top of the second on Kelly Rogers started on the Randy McCallon started on
Free For Th.e Asking! a homerun and added a single hill for Calloway County and
run in the fourth, two in the worked four and 'two-thirds County andsvent two and one-
the mound for Calloway
BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE two Laker hurlers. Danny Rogers Aeho was relieved by Kenneth 
fifth and one in the sixth off innings before giving Way to third innings before being
wiccuorts 211:idePT/IXJ4"ffaid "
& Add 191113"





14. MarclA rYr.11NommtLridati' Rulien"5116113:
n'
 re"
Box 307, Murray, KY 42071







*Stanley Metal Clad Doors .









3. Ruesellville, 1:34.3 •
Ballard Slern...11 MA
L Murray, 1:38.5








S. Craig Johnson, Ihrray 11.211
_111111•14
1. mai= IlerrOtlilthilrilk1049
Memo Mow amapaiso. 10-32
& Lee Invelmow, )111 27_
4 L•nunett Davey, Illw
iime Owen





Fenton Dawson, Cs. 440.1 ,
b. Brandon Newsberry. 4.24.00 -
Keith Edwards opened the credited' with the victory.
last of the sixth for the Lakers Both teams had eight hits in
with a single then Ricky the contest.
Garland blasted a two-run In the second game, the
homer into leftcenter and Lakers took a 1-0 lead • in the
Calloway was down by three first as Shawn Simmons
runs. singled with one out, stole
Freshman first sacker Tim second and scored on a single
McAlister singled then Scott by Keith Edwards.
Barrow singled to bring the South Hopkins tied the game
tying run to the plate. After in the second then in the third
one out, Don Rogers singled inning, exploded for four hits
and the bases were loaded, and with a couple of walks
tthr-04VII"--314, wound .up,scoring
WINS - ;roll Johnson clears e hurdle end looks down
the truck in thh hest of OR low hurdles. Johnsen won the heat
lea pieced fey* le iles




Cuiston who finished up on the
hill.
The Lakers made six errors
in the contest.
Calloway, now 3-7 on the
season, hosts Marshall Couray




: a b r h
ByllillIrell  4 1 1
=IIMIleet '  
3 0 0
4 0 0
Grdward.aar 2 1 2
 3 I 1
bicAkTielb  3 I 1
131111041  3 1 1
3 0 0
3 1 2
r 76 6 li
ay
or .010 121 0 5-6-2
000 006 It 64-0
Were GAris
lah•re
• a ab r
own4s . 4 0 ' 0









  2 0 0
 1 0 1
....... 1 0 1
Teti 19 1 5
&di IlbplOns ths m
Calla* Hoo 00 144
11111rIgrairilUL.
1-1)0aRld Miller, FlopkI4Avgie 4:3M! -
2. Anthony Jessie, Hopinnsville 5:1
3. John Vincent, Mayfield-5:11.4 -
in 1.41 kris Owe 4,
1. Ernest Beard, Russellville 15,59
2. Keith Steele, Crittendon 16.25
3. Steve Cavanaugh, Ballard Men
16.27
4. Greg Grady, Russellville 16.94
5. Greats Bumping, Murray 16.94
masa awns am AA
1. Warren Grigg*, HpnnvA1la.lL3t -
3. Dwight Mathis, e 2019
2. Bill Freemanv. 18.37
44, uni aa•
I. Kenny Crenshaw, RusseJlville
KlitiY,-Trigg 53.1
3. Reggie Gough, Russetville 53.5
4. Keith Odiater, Ft. Canipbell 53.7 •









4. CralgJdWIMII, MAW 21.11-
5. Claudedilmatm, array 22.11
111114411141ritiime LA
Bill Freeman, Mayfield 21.96
2. Dave Clymer, Mayfield 22.9
3. Jonathan Brogmauth, Hopkinsville •
etre
4. Dwight Mathis, Illipkirievilli25.12
sartgainkee
3: Jahn 30110. TOMS 206.2
2. Clint Carter, FL 204.3
1. Lenny Raley, TIV:242-.4 --
4. Terry Rewwke=rille 3:011.1
5. Trey J 2:103
119 IWO bailie
1 Emmen MilleL,Illeyheld 2: 11M
2. Mailt am*, -21~11e 2:14.4





4. itteg Co. 1 .45.7 •
- • - twi Forilam*.z.
1. Chalet Alexandiw,Trfa 22.0
2. Vtncent Weatheithed, Russellville
23.4
3. ClavIn Kirby, l•rigg Co. as
4. Jerry Wade, Fulls, Qty 24.04
5. Anthony Parker, Fallon City 24.00
121 Told 0.is LA
2. Marcus Moss, Ma 14173.27 '
I. William Burris, 22.3
3. I.Ae Lovelace, Mayfield 24.09
4. Tex Whitlock, Hopkinsville 20.4
i air Caw A
1. Tod Jacobs, Ft. Campbell 10:14.3
2. Fefiton Dawson, Trigg Co. 10:24.7 .
3. Mike Hearndin, Risseliville-10: 303
- 4. Lenny Raley, Trigg Co. 10:47.2
Mk Cam LA
I. Blake Adams, Mayfield 10:315
2. Anthony Jessie. liopichwville 11 .31
& Kenneth Sober, Hopkirurville 1143
111.• War dm A
1. Russellville 3-30.5
2. Trigg Co. 3:351
3. Heath 3: 37.1
4. Ft. Campbell 3:39.7
Aft Asir Own AA
1 HopkinsVille 3:36.5
2 Ma yfleld 3 36.01
DOUBLE WIWET-t
in the two-mile run.
in taking the mile
Meet. „
- faill-acol-Wa-Fert Canuaierrins alone
Jacob., only a junior, was quite impressive
and titn two-mile titles at the WKC Track
























































in one of Kentucky's Ififteen
state resart_parks. YOu doWt
have to be a: guest at the -
lodge or cabins -to savor the
delicious food served in the
dining room.
f a one-day outing is
more your style, visit a
recrealpn park or a shrine
for a picnic or family.
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SURPRISE FOR PINNER - Wade Pinner (in center) was surprised when she arrived at
Callaway Comfy High School Sunday sight. She was met by several teetered people ansi-giveli-a--
dozen roses then Presented before an-assembly in her honor.
• litoridaTi3lads Eighth Romer,
Do&:rsWin 7-3 Over Astros
'In 1977 Rick Monday suf-
fered through Most of the
baseball season with a_painful
back and an injured ego. So he
made a new year's resolution
for 1978.
"The number one thing was
convincing people that my
back was all right," he said.
Getting off to the best start
of his career, bar certainly.
helped. Monday's back is fine
- and so is his bat for that
%atter, The-lua Angeles
outfielder continued to hit like
a man obsessed Sunday,
_blasting hia re4,11th home run
and driving in three runs as
the Dodgers beat the Houiton
AstroS1-3.
While Monday continues to
hit homers, Don Sutton con-
tinues to give them up. Bob
Watson's shot Sunday was the
eighth off the Dodger right-
hander in just 221-3 innings so
far this year.
Reds 2, Giants 1
George Foster's infield hit
with the bases loaded in the
10th led Cincinnati over San
Francisco in a game played
before a Bat Day crowd of
50,510, the biggest in San
Francisco Bay Area baseball
kistory. Joe Morgan's major
- -
Shortstop Darrel Chaney's
second error of the 12th inning
allowed San Pies° to score_its
winning run over Atlanta
With one out in the 12th,
George Hendrick was safe
when Chaney bobbled his
ground ball. One out later, Bill
Almon and Ozzie Smith both
singled to load the bases.
;Atlanta pitcher - Erldie
Solomon then wild-pitched
Hendrick home to tie the
game. Jerry Turner was
walked-intentionally to-reload
the bases and Gene Richards
then ha- a *icy/ roller to
Chaney, wehaU
striking out 11, tying a per-
sonal career high in that
department.
Cubs 3, Mets
Joe Wallis' single with two
out in the 12th inning drove in
the winning run as Chicago
nipped New York.
"It *as a curve that came in
on met" - Wallis said of the
pitch he hit for the game-
winner;-"It would have been a
strike, but the count was 3-
and-1 so I could have taken it.
I fought it off and didn't really -
hit it that well. I guess I'm just
lucky it fell in for a hit."..
Padres 5, Brayes 4
league record Streak of
consecutive games without an
error. for second basemen 
came to an end at-I1-as he
made a wild throw past first in
a rundown situation in the
second inning.
Expos 5, Phillles 2
Dave Cash, Ellis Valentine
and Larry Parrish drove in
rues in a three-run .sixth
Montreal defeated
Philadelphia. Steve Rogers
pitched _62-3 innings for the
Expos before leaving with a
blister on a finger of his pit-
ching_ hand. He gave up five 
hits while walking seven and
By *Ike Brandon.
Day number 13 of spring practice at Murray State Univer-
sity featured a short scrimmage.
MSU practiced only three times last week because of the
weather and the Saturday scrimmage was the highlight of
the rather light week.
-We had about four practice periods before our scrimmage
then we ran through about 65 plays," said Racer assistant
coach Dan Walker.
"It was a typical scrimmage. We had some people who
looked good and some that didn't.
"Austin Perine played very well at his split end position
and Wes Furgerson had a good day at tight end and with his
punting.
"We've got a week left and right now, we're just trying to
tie up a few things and get ready for the Blue-Gold game.
''As far as the defensive part, we looked better overall and
our pass rush was improved," Walker added.




Di. Bryan L. Thacker
Why Chiropractic?
Many people when confronted with a health problem
ask themselves to whom they should go for help. Some of
them have spent much time and money looking for relief
without results - - sometimes without even being told what
Is wrong with them - or worse, told that it is "all in their
head."
When they finally decided to go to a Chiropractor for
help (usually through referral from a Chiropractic
patient 1 they are somewhat skeptical. But they soon find
oirt that, as a rule, the Chiropractic Physician wants
nothing more than to find out the real cause of their
problem, and will do everything possible to do so and let
the patient know what is really wrong. Even in the few
cases he can't help, the rAiirgpractor will try to explain
the problem, and them rdfer the-patient:to/be typed doe- -
tor who can help them.
And when he is able to help, he tries to go the extra step
beyond juitictuncrid.cit the ornploms. •tleSrteg,Ie get
Ip 
thelnitient's whole bodt system healthy and keep it that
way so the problem doesn't come back again. ..
If you've had or have a-helilth problem-- Chiropractic
may have the answer Why Chirsorocils? Why Notf
,
Worlunen's compensation and most major insurance com







Dave Parker and Rennie
Stennett each drove in three
runs, leading Pittsburgh over
St. Loilts-tirthe first game of
their doubleheader.
The Pirates led 5-4 in the
second game when play was
suspended after six innings by
mutual agreement--so---
Cardinals could catch a,plane
connection to Montreal.
Parker had a home run in
each game, collecting five hits
in all and driving in four runs.
''4%'.W..4''
Felecia Milner MVP in
Las Vegas Tr ck Meet
By MIRE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
There has never been any
question about Felecia Pin-
ner's talent. She's won just
about everything that can be





sprinter showed another part
&the world what she can do
and some glimpse of what she
may do in the future.
Runnier' against top-notch -
competition from California,
Arizona, Nevada and all over
the western United  States,_
Pinner won two iivenhrand
---pladed third-th anether" At the
. Bonanza High School Meet of
Champions in Las Vegas.
Pinner's performance wait
remarkable. First of all, it
was a hot day with the tem-
perature in the 80's and the
humidity giving the heat a
close race. It was also quite
dusty.
But the thing that made
-Else---Pinner's performances so
great was the limited time she
has between events.
"We started off about 8:30 a.
m: and the events were run in
reverse order, with the 440
being first," Pinner said.
"I had a-slow tithe but I won
my heat. Then after about 10
minutes, I had to run the
preliminaries for the 100-yard
dash. As soon as I finished the
100, I put my sweats tin and
went directly to the starting
line for the 220 and rinA254,,." 
Pinner said.
The 25.4 in the 230-yard dash,





Outland  went back to where
they were staying and got in
about 90 minutes of rest.
Pinner came back and ran
-the 100-yard dash in a record-
- lying 11.2 then after a rest of
about 15 minutes, came back
and ran the semifinals of the
220 in 25.11. There was no
semifinal round for the
VI really don't know ff it was
right but one of the timerstad .
. me down for a 10.9 in the 100-
yard dash semis," Pinner
said.
After the semifinals, Pinner
-got two hours rest before she
underwent grueling physical
torture by hexing to run all
Ahree finals back to back.
The 440-yard dash finals
were first. She ran a 61.I and
won first place.
"All the runners in the event
finished running the quarter,
she went to the blocks for the
100-yard dash.
-I thought I Would lose. And
I guess everybody in the
.otands did too."
Pinner didn't lose. She won.
And she did it in the style of a
champion. She won in 11.5 and
at-The wire in a close finish.
And when she win, suddenly
the large crowd of people in
the standssorupted.
"People started_ standing
_and pilfering like you couldn't
imagine. - People- -went
• beyond their limits. And only a
special, few people can ever
do anything like Pinner did.
When she -arrived in
Paducah at the airport Sunday
night, she had no idea what
was in store for her.
An hour before she arrived
in Murray, people were.-
gathered at Jeffrey Gym-
nasiunuto greet her. •
When- Coach Outland and
Pinner reached Almo,' they
were met by a special police
esc_ert and by the time they
allanive*-01-40s-asiisaLjbAte,,CRRISI—
around me and were asking  were notice cars, fire trucks
for my autograph. I've never and even ambulances joining
been that thrilled in my life," in the welcoming
she said. ceremony.
But soon, tbe thrill teas over. Writ*, tmuillTY, vet7EIo
'As soon as r -had hit the emotionatand OftqUltehy
*le in the 100, they were about her talents, was over-
tailing for the finals of the 220. come by tears when she
"I was so exhausted 'and stepped out of the car.
tired., I didn't think I could run She was given a deaen-roses
 the race. Hieua got hack to .d after being hugged by her
_the hiodut,Linis so tired I high school,track teammates,
didn't even shake my legs or
stretch.
"I hoped to get in the top
three. I got- out of the blocks
extremely slow. And I had
been beating everybody out of
the blocks all day. • . 4. from several people._ Pinner
• _was escorted, inside where
much of the studept body
along with cifizens from the-
city and county gathered to
honor her.
After receiving plaudits
"Coming off curve, I took the microphone and told"
guess Iwas in sixth place: I of tier trip to 'Vegas.
passed a couple of _peogig  -  In describing  the scene at
the straight and tonic third," the finish of the 100 when all
she added. the people were gathered
Her time was 27.1. around_ her and asking for
'In this meet, the 100 people autigraW,- Phuter drew
were great 330 runners. But didn't ran -the120: I was the Iatight--frtim-the-ttated-whes-
they didn't have any kicks and 011Y person entered in all she said: "lye never had
I got them all in the final 100 three of the sprint races.
yards. I guess if they'd had a "Everyone I ran against in
each event was fresh. My time
in the 220 was terrible but I
was just so glad to place,"
:Pinner added.
For those who are not track
fans, there is little that can be
done to describe just what
kind a-WA- Pinner ac-
complished by running the
three races back-to-back with
no rest between events.
To accomplish such a feat,
one has to' push themselves
330-yard dash, I'd loot,"
Pinner said.
She won by almost . two
seconds.
"I hadn't, eaten all day. I
never eat before a meet. I
cot& actually taste blood in
my moutit----Yea- wouldn't
believe how herd it Max I was
almost exhasuted and the heat
and dust were really getting to
me.
No sooner than she had
er _emusTo-urn
20th Victory Of Season
For the fifth time in his
coaching career at Murray
State Uhiversity, Bennie
Purcell has reached the 20-vin
plateau.
The Racer netters did it with
a pair of wins Saturday at the
MSU Tennis Complex.
In the first match, MSU won
6-3 over a tough Louisville
team then in the second
match, won 6-0 over Fort
Campbell as only the singles
matches were played.
The double wins gives the
Racers a 20-6 season record
with five matches remaining
on the schedule before the
OVC Tournament.
Against Louisville, Raganar
Felix lost 3-6, 4-6 at number
one-te -John O'Brien. In ether
singles, Jan Soegaard won 5-7,
6-0 and 6-4 at two over Dan
Lucas; Chris Leonard won 7-5,
6-1 over Bill Regan at three;
Roger Berthiaume lost 3-6, 3-6
at feur to Mark Alvarez; Jeff
Leeper lost 74, 44 and 5-7 at
five to Wayne Putlack; and at
six, Tom Lie-won 1.6,6-I and 6-
3 over Brian McChesney.
So going into the doubles,
the match was tied at 3-3. But
as they've been all season, the
Racers were tough ,in the
doubles.
Felix-Lie won 6-3, 6-3 at one
over O'Brien-McChesney;
Soegaard-Berthiaume won 6-
4, 3-6 and 6-3 at two over
Alvarez-Putlack at two; and
at three, Leonard-Leeper won
6-4, 7-5 over Lucas-Regin.
Against Fort Campbell,
MSU swept all the singles
play. Felix won three and love
at one over Roy Frazier;
Soegaard, won 6-3, 6-1 at two
over Preston Howie; Leonard
won 6-1, 6-0 at three over John
Krueep; Berthiaame 4VOTE_Hi
6-0 at four over Chip Thomas;
Leeper won 6-0, 6-1 at five over
Dave Sanni; and at six, Lie
won 6-0, 6-0 over Jack Aber.
Felix sports a 16-9 mark at
number one. The rest of the
records are Soegaard 15-11,
Leonard 18-8, Berthiaurne 15-
SUCCESSFUL SEASON - OW18 Loonerd, a Futile, Mo., melee,
is having a successful season for the MSU tennis teem this
spring. He's sporting an 11-8 record k singles and is 15-7 in
the doubles.
10, Leeper 18-8 and Lie 16-9. In
doubles, Felix-Lie are 14-8,
Soegaard-Berthiaume are 10-2
and Leonard-Leeper are 15-7.
The win over Louisville
means the Racers are the
second best college team in
Kentucky. .
The Racers have twice
defeated Louisville and
,Western and have defeated
Eastern once. UK . has
defeated the Racers in the
only match played between
the two schools. The Wildcats
and Racers were to have
played last week but the
match was called off due to
the cold weather and will not
be rescheduled.
The 20 victories is the first
time-since 1973 MSU has won
20 matches.
"I'm always pleased to have
a team that wins 20 matches.
That is a goal every team sets
and few accomplish," said
Racer coach Bennie Purcell.
"One of the reasons ive've
been able to attain this kind of
record is that we're strong all
the Way down the line from the
number.one singles down to
number six.
"When you are strong in
every position, you're going to
win a lot of 5-4 and 6-3 matches
that you lost before. Up to
now, we feel we've had a very
successful season and we hope
to continue the momentum
through our next five matches
and of course, the OVC
Championships," Purcell
added.
The Racers play at Austin
Peay today and at Martin
Wednesday. Then Friday,
Memphis State and Eastern
Kentucky will square off and
the feature match. ..will- pit
former Murray High star Mel
Purcell against the Colonels'
Steve Alger.
Murray will play Middle
Tennessee Friday then on
Saturday, the Racers will play
Eastern Kentucky and
Memphis State.
EASY OVEN - hear !whims, of the beer Nei teem
drops the hall over the net I. scares peisit In* moth Sem
• My (monist Mark Alveyel Leeiseille. liertiiiimme spilt en the
weekend end. 15-10 is the meson.




Open a.m. to 6 p.m.
6 Days A Week
Phone 753-9084
anything like that happen. .
I'm just Pinner."
And that's. what she'll
continue to be "just Pinner."
The quite and attractive
young lady who went to Las
Vegas and helped to put
Calloway County High School
the limelight. She received
massive pre-meet publicity in
the Vegas papers and of
course, -the 43unday editions
had her featured with
headlines and pictures. -
But it's only a taste of what
WOW-Soon, , shell be
making her decision as to
effiete-Wittend college. And a
cotiOjetif years from now, she
could well be in the Olympics.
Pim= had he first true test
and- 'passed- it-with flying
colatt. And maybe someday,
shell tie holding the colors of
her nation while standing on
the winner's platform at the
Olympics.
MISS YOUR PAPER?
ki-Ndiri. 'As here set
remised their heatedeliveret
cop, of The Money Limber
Tines ar Stillp.m. theall-'
fffdrigerk1211111ikas. estger-.
era Weed siasilta106























at a mighty small price.
• 9 Golden Fried Shrimp
• Fabulous Fryes
• Tangy Slaw
• 2 Crispy Hushpuppips
Offer good all day on Wednesday- While Supply Lasts
SEAFOOD SHOPPE





vice president of * Jackson
Purchase production Credit
Association Ntrillerd; and
ANIS /111111111RAT, Ky., Lump a Th11114 , Avg M, 117$
FFA Fie
More than 1,1 Future
Farmers of Axirica from 35
West bent9kS chapters and
from 1 s, Missouri and
Tennetsee are expected at
›Itirray State University April
M to compete in the -uruver-
sit's annual FFA Field Day
competitions.
The youngsters will be
competing in 23 Joasic team
and individual events with
trophies being provided by a
number of Mayfield, Murray
and Paducah merchants_
Nine judging events will
include four Classes in both
general livestock and dairy,
soils, horticulture, burley and,
Jarit fired tobacco and seed
and weed identification. Other.





are scheduled to start at Wit-
m. at ilie - •WeSt Kentucky
Exposition Center on the
.university's laboratory farm
one mile ,west of the campus,
will be:
Tractor driving: Danny 
Heltsley, -West -Kentucky
Howard SteelyLvIes-teesiclent
of the Bank oi Murray..
Dairy.: Larry • -*utter,
executive secretary, Ken-
tuCky HosIteio Cattle. Club,
- Glasgow .
General Livestock: John D.
Production- -1Ya11-
,
Pritchard, a supervisor with





John ,Irvan, leaf supervisor
with the U. S. Tobacco
Company; Mithcell Story, a
buyer .representative with the
U. S. Tobacco Company; and
Gene Tarry, a retired
as-sic:tent supervisor with the
USDA's Agriculture





Chairman of this year's
entests, sponsor:04,1v the
Murray. State Agriculture
__Club, is Susan Durnford. a
-senior abriculture major from
Mason,' Ohio, and .Dr. Eldon
Heathcott, a professor of
.agriculture on the faculty.
• member S and
their Chapter "sweethearts"
will be welcomed to the -
campus at 1:45 a.m. _Jay_
Murray President Constantine -
-W. Curtis, -after which both__
Dr. Gary Boggess, dean of the
College' of Environmental
Sciences, d-Dr. James T.
Thompson_ chairman .of the
Department of Agriculture;
will speak briefly.
AL 12:30 p.m. the judges will .
give the reasons for their
placings in the dairy, swine
and beef competitions, and the
_annual limit* -ittremony
scheduled- to begin at 1:15 p.
m.
.1.171'W. public Is Wetted-
-observe the competitions- .
LYNN GROVE - Members of the Lynn Grove Adult Farmer Class and guests were
entertained with a dinner at the Sue and Charlie's Restaurant on Monday, April 10, with
the Peoples Bank of Murray as host for the meal. This meeting concluded the adu
lt far-
mer classes taught by Johnnie Stockdale at the Murray Vocational Center, Henry Ar-
mstrong, dass president, acted as master of ceremonies Ray Brownfieid, pictured
right welcomed the group on behalf of the Peoples Bank. Elected 
as new officers
were; left to rigtiekddie Worzian, yice-presidentpwaioe Rogersepresident, and Bob-.
by Lamb, secretary-treasures. • v.
-Horsemanship: Jane.
Veil, Hopkinsville.
• Tobacco Grading: W. C.
Lunch, . provided by the
Agriculture Club, will be
available at noon.
,*••••





• single-concentrate farm mixers
CAIAGItt. PORK SYSTEM
• harnessing natures principles to help you produce














• The way we see, it.. you're not JUL our
customers .. you're ourfriends We know how im-
portant your fawn is to you.. .and we'll take a'
Mintyea with your special'
ittitht-tifttlf-,°"'
mound adike. Let's 44111--.
Bank of Murray
••••••••...••••••....•••••
line. iews Notes for fanners
• , .• - • - . 
FARMERS IN LEGAL Directors.
Biehn -fills 'a vacancy
created by the recent
resignation of 'James .Meek,
also of Pendleton County.
The new Farm Bureau
director farms 685 acres,
producing tobacco, corn,
wheat and hay. He has served
as secretary of the Pendleton
County Farm Bureau for some
30- years.
Biehn is a native of
Philadelphia, Pa., but
graduated from Falmouth,
(Ky.) High School in 1938. He
studied business ad-
ministration of the University
of Cincinnati and began active
_farming in 1941. _
-- He and his wife Doreen*
have two daughters,. Patricia,'





This spring, Meade County
farmers John and Eugene
McGehee have less of their
'Ohio River-bottom farmland
to prepare for a soybean crop.
It's not that they are
'Voluntarily cutting back, or
idling land through crop
rotation. ;The problem is their
river bottoms are smaller this
yew, just as they have been
significantly smaller each
year since 1972.
 The -culprit. is
_caused. the McGehees 8115',
a raised water level In the
liver resulting from
modifications of the nearby
Cannelton Darn in 1972. The
,river has constuned some 19
acre" of the family's farmland
In the past six years, Eugene
McGehee noted recently.
Similar losses are being
suffered by thousands of
landowners all along both
sides of the Ohio River, and its
'tributary streams in Kentucky
and Indiana
Some 300 of the affected
landowners are subscribers to
a class-action lawsuit against
the U. S. Army Corps of
Engineers, the government
agency which constructed the
dams to improve commercial
navigation on the river.
Testimony in that case has
already been heard, and a
final decision is expected from
the U. S. Court of Claims
sometime this year.
Although the lawsuit asks
the. Anuct . torequire _com-
pensation from the Corps of
Engineers to farmers who
have lost land. McGehee says
he and most other landowners
are more interested in stop-
ping future erosion. Con-
struction of barriers to either
slow the water currents or
hold the soil must be done by
the Corps, as individual
landowners would be legally
liable for damage caused by
levees or other structures they
built to conbat land 1011s.
This bottomland is the best
cropland in Meade County."
McGehee noted, and if the
etosion is not stoped. it could
take our entire farm. Sure, I'd
like to be paid for the land




Farmers who border the
Ohio can still subscribe to the
current legal action. McGehee
noted, and be eligible for
compensation if the court
finds against the Corps. A one-
time fee of $150 is charged by
the Cannleton, Indiana, law
firm of. Gleaaosi and Ha.y. to
help defray etpenses
associated with the court






Pendleton County farmer, has
been elected to the Kentucky




The U. S. House of
Representatives has defeated'
an emergency farm bill that
President Carter said 'would
have caused double-digit food
inflation by the end of the
year.
House members voted 268-
150 against the wide-ranging
measure, reflecting a com-
bination of strong urban
sentiment against- adding
farm costs to the federal
budget, plus active opposition
among top Carter ad-
ministration and Department
of Agrieulture officials.
Under the bill, grain and
cotton farmers would have
become eligible for varying
levels of target prices
depending on the amount of
land they set aside, or take out
production. Those
producers who reduced their
crop by 50 per cent would hal:re
been price supported at a level
just below 100 per cent of
parity.
The nation's largest farm
organization, the American
Farm Bureau, had opposed
passage of the bill in its final
form. Farm Bureau had utged
an expanded . set-aside.
jirogram. with per-acre
payments to producers who
idle cropland, but had flatly
rejected attempts to raise
support prices, saying such a
move would increase grain
production and add to the
current grain surplus.
Kentucky Farm Bureau
President Rob Wade,- a grain
farmer in Simpson County,
said the House vote leaves
grain. farmers with little
choice this year except to "use
the best management
techniques to keep profits in
line."
Wade noted that farmers
have until May Ito sign up for
the current land diversion
program, under which they
can Set aside 20 per cent of
their wheat, 10 per cent of corn
.and other feed 'grains, and
'efire • rtgtbMty- foe- rerMeil
(Top loans and target price
deficiency payments. An
additional 10 per cent set-
'aside for feed grains, with
direct payments to farmers
!based on a per-bushel rate,
times yield, times planted
acreage I, was implemented
by Agriculture Secretary Bob
Bergland in April.
• American Farm Bureau
President Allan Grant, who
has called the existing set-
aside program too small to be
of major help to farmers, says
he deplores•the four months of
work Congress wasted at-
tempting to write a new law.
Grant repeated several
earlier requests for USDA
Officials to take ad-
ministrative .action to im-
plement additional acreage
payments for crop set:asides,
particularly in the case of
wheat. The secretary of
aviculture has the authority
to order thi payments under




Heavy Duty Truck Parts
For Most Makes And Models
U-JOINTS .
U-Joints'? We're special-,
ists. We can help you
-with any. U-Joint needed
for you.,,' truck.
BRAKE LININGS FILTERS
Heavy Duty Brake Lin- Guaranteed to protect:.
ings . For Safe Sure your engine! Filters for .
Stops! For All Makes- all trucks oil, air, filety





-sive Noise-. . . Fleetrite
_lei awl olafflpe  _Can help 
you get a' quieter ride-
at a competitive price.
BELTS & HOSES
Replace worn hoses!
Protect  _your investme
in antiefrerseer and Keep
Clotting . Don11131-4
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Congratulations. to Cecil Brad '
shaw of Nicholsyille, who harvested
.157.39 bu. per aere to win the 1977
National Corn Growers Association
yield contest. Silas Min4qua and4„,
Albritten Faints. took second and
third place honors with another NK
Superstar . PX 74. In fact, PX 74
I've got yield champions
to plant this spring.









• '• 1 4
is the y telti:ehampion irt more states
than any other hybrid entered.
PX 7A is also the National Yield
Champion for irrigated corn!
Join the Champions this year
Thirteen different Northrup King
varieties were NCGA winners . .
proof that NK, hybrids can qiee
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Strong Springtime. Winds Expose
Weaknesses In Buildings On Farms
With springtime in Ken-
tucky, strong gusty winds will
e their_ ii.sual_annual heavy
-toll in damaged farm
beildings losses that an
agricultural engineer reveals
could be avoided in many
• ,"Defeetis built :Into farm
buildings-during-thelr-ven-
struction or design aft the
culprit more often than the
_bigh wind velocities that
-normally can be expected,"-
says George Duncan,
Extension specialist in the UK,
College of Agriculture.
• This explains, for example,
Why you may even____See .
-rilatively- -new- -barns--littact-vellen
from their foundations 9r have
their roofs partially blown off
by wind storms.
Duncan points out that for
many years engineering
standards for farm buildings
have specified designs to
'inthatand irind of io-to ao
miles per hour. Maximum
wind gusts recorded in
K.entucky the past 5 years.:
have ranged -from 66 to 92
, miles per hour.
Tornadoes are another
matter. There is ao. practical
way- to design---Or-construct
building to stand up against
the destructive-firms of-a-
tornado.
.But much 'of the damage
from wind storms, other than
tornadoes, can be avoided.
"A building built according
to blueprints' -from the UK
Agricultural Engineering
Plan Service or reputable
building firms has an ea-
t probability of sur-
viving Kentucky wind storms
without damage," says
Duncan. -The problem is
when somebody short-cuts by
changing the plan, substitutes
materials or uses poor con-
struction methods."
Here are- -Ptiricatrs-












Larry Roth - Mgrs. - Charles Sadler
Mr. Farmer,
If you need to make changes in your equipment and
have any other use for the money as an investment
WE MAY HAVE THE ANSWER
illILOR MADE
Why Do We Callit Tailor Ma-de?
1 Tailor Made Lower Rates.
2. Private owned and operated lease company.
3. We use the brand and or type of equipment you
choose.
-
This is the best program offered in this area and we think it will be
a benefit to your operation.
We lease tractors, combines and all types of tillage tools, in-
cluding the steiger.
Come by and let us figure you a tailor made lease plan.
P; S. Remember We are the competition.
Your Direct Net Leto te Form InereAlsory At it, kit.
Just Assentor Slone, From Tommy's topeip.
Dial Toll Free 753-5299'
Mr Eitir CO.
JUNCTION OF HIGHWAY 111 NAHA ROAD MAIYIIID
PHONE 2414010. AFTER 5:00 P.M. PHONE 435-440/
recommendations for
eleminating building defects
that show usi_ 'during_ in-
spections of .wind-damaged
buildings and in reports from
insurance adjusters:
_ Anchor post-pier type
buildings to -a sblid foundation.
It is not enough to set a post
over a steel pin in a concrete-
pigs-or foundation, a method
-still being used by many
_"traditinnal" farm builders
and carpenters: That will keep
the post frdm slipping off, but
wokt prevent the uplift of
strong winds from raising the
building and moving it off the
foundation.
To properly anchor the post
to the foundation, use a steel
strap imbedded in the con-
crete foundation and anchor,
the post to the steel strap with
at least two le-inch bolts.
Double-brace-post-pier type
buildings - bracingsrosswise
anti length-Wise' frain -eaye to
the lower part of each post.
Posts set an top of piers have
- -- yery- little, resistance to
overturning. Siding generally
is tint stifficient bracing,
as well or better than lead-
head nails for attaching and
sealing roofing.
For pole-type buildings, set
poles 3 to 5 feet deep and tamp
them. In sandy, loose or wet
soils, tamped gravel backfill
Is up to-10 per cent stronger
than tamped soil. Spikes or
nds in the base of the pOle wilt -
help anchor it and prevent
wind uplift from pulling it out.
Kentucky
Knee-bracing at the top of
the pole is needed when eaves
_s_re more. than 10 to 12 feet
high aed for buildings with
trussed roofs. Follow
blueprints for the location and
dimension of the bracing.
- Duncan emphasizes that
paying attention to con-
struction details can elimbiak
many of the defects that make
farm building easy marks for
wind damage. -
50,000 acres in 1977. U.S.
sorghum acreage is expected
to total 15.9 million acres
compared with 17.0 million
acres in .1977.
Barley in Kentucky is ex-
pected to total 43,000 acres '-
Livestock Reporting Service. up 10 percent from last year.
Intended acres for soybeens-The-19711--Keetneky-alliritre
and dark fire-cured tobaessi7.40timetett--at-19-,800- itiaus
remain at the 19'7'7 ievels. -3,000 acres above last year.
Kentucky farmers Indicated
intentions to grow more, dark
air-cured tobacco, hay,
barley, oats, and white corn,
and less burley tobacco, all
corn, sorghum, and cotton in




Sheep producers can learn
an efficient shearing method
April 25 and 26 at a shearing
school on UK's Coldstream
Farm, Lexington. Times for
this event, to take place at the
sheep barn, are froni9 a.m. to






Bob Taylor, representative of
Mid-States Wool Growers, will
conduct .the two-day affair,
instructing ' beginners and
experienced shearers in the
shearing method. This
is - an Australian-developed
method of. shearing sheep,
used by most cempetition
shearera for its kipeett -and-
efficien&Land Useful to sheep
prodgers for the slink
reasons.
using the method in shearing,
Flee, thisordinreag sonto, ctaMppeontiyi
Chappell, Extension sheep
production specialist in the
UK 'College of Agriculturei-,
participants in the event will
get hands-on experience at
ds that those h
espeeially_kor_ 4ont Amino, __However the _ ate_apring anc"LsrAelier48 estimatet_m_ attend wear clothing suitable
situated per pendiriiinx-_k_Juicertainty of _government  lo_a_ruigien _acres eolupaped
with 10.6 million acres in 1917.- --Tbleshearing instruction is
Oat acreage in the U.S. is scheduled to coincide with the
estimated at 16.4 million acres third day of UK's Ewe profit
compared with 17.8 million in school, scheduled for 1-t p.m.
1977. EST April 26. Producers at-
Farmers in Kentucky intend tending the shearing classes
to harvest 1,600,000 acres of all can, if they wish, receive
winds. • farm programs may alter
Pole-type buildings with intentions to a greater extent
poles set in the ground don't than usual. The acreages are
require as Much bracing as based on farmers' reports as
post-pier buildings. Not of April, 1; actual plantings
realizing the difference, some will be released June 30.
builders shortcut the bracing Intentions are to plant
in post-pier barns by using 1,520,000 acres of corn - down
pole-type buildingspr plans as 4 per cent from last year and
a pattern. down 1 per cent from 1976.
ttoof framing and roofing White corn intentions, at
should be adequately nailed_ 130,000 acreS, are up 10 per:
down. .Follow recom- cent from 1977 and 8 percent
mendations of metal roofing above 1976, as a reaction to the
manufacturers on nail types higher price of white corn.
and spacing for their Plowing and land preparation
products. Generally, metal for corn is behind last year
rooting should be nailed every and normal. United States all
8 to 10 inches across the sheet corn acreage is expected to
and' 24 to 30 inches along th-e total 80.2 million acres
sheet,. according to purlin compared with 82.7 million
spacing. The thinner gauges of acres last year and 84.4
aluminum maytrequire closer million acres in 1976.
spacing. Soybean acreage for 1978 in
Screw or ring shank nails Kentucky is expected to total
have 50 per cent more holding 1,400,000 acres unchanged
power than regular from last year, but 27 percent
galvanized nails. The newer more than 1976.__ybean price
neoprine washer-head works made a strong surge during
the winter months while the
corn price made a modest
gain. Soybean acreage for the
United States is expected to
total 63.7 million acres, up 8
percent from the 59.1 million
acres planted in 1977.
Burley tobacco acreage in
Kentucky is expected to be
down 5 percent 170,000
acres in 1978 compared with
179,000 acres in 1977. The 1978
poundage quota is ap-
proximately 3.6 percent below
the 1977 quota. Many growers
exceeded their 1977 quota
resulting in a larger carryover
than usual. Intentions for the
Burley Belt at 264,900 acres
are 4percentlelow.thevuoo
acres harvested in 1977.
Intentions for the Kentuck)
dark fire-cured tobacco crop
remained at the 1977 level
Typt 22 is estimated at 6,600
acres - the same as 1977 but
up 18 percent from 1976. Type
23 is expected to total 4,800
acres - unchanged from 1977
but 32 percent above 1976.
Prices for the 1977 dark fire-
cured crop slipped from the-
record 1976 level but remained'
above burley.. Total U.S.
-acreage for Type 22 is-ex-
pected to total 19.100 acres
compared with 20,400 in 1977.
The U.S. total for Type 23 at
5,450 acres compares with
5,550 acres in 1977.
Kentucky acreage of dark
air-cured types of tobacco is
expected. to total 10,200 acres
in 1978 -- up 9 percent from
last year. Kentucky farmers
intend to harvest 6,700 acre* of
Type 35-tobacco - up • 10
percent from 1977. The in-
tended acreage for -Green
River, Type 36 tobacco (grown
only in Kentucky) ,at i,500
acres is up 8 percent from last
year. The price for the 19:77
dark air-cured crop was about
. the same as last rear and
"Onainpfil USW
the average horley price. U.S
acreage of Type 38 tobacco at
8,500 acres compares with%
7,900 acres last year.
Kentucky larnners intend to
plant less sorghum in 19/8
• 37,000 acres compared with
-
hone 753-3$91
hay - two percent more than
last year. One of the most
severe winters on record
placed heavy demand on kay, -and oitietareatoi production.
'Supplies and carryover will be
low. U.S. intentions are to
harvest 60.8 million hay acres
compared with 60.5 million




A surplus of milk, high
production costs and strong
prices for slaughter cows add
up to a situation that a dairy
extension specialist describes
as -right for culling some
cows out of a dairy herds."
"There are unprofitable or
problem cows in just about
every dairy herd," says Gary
Lane, in the UK College of
Agriculture. "Culling the
laggards and selling-tilt= -for
slaughter will help solve the
milk surplus problem, im-
prove herd efficiency and
strengthen the dairyman's
profit position."
At current prices in the
slaughter beef market, a 1500-
pound cilll dairy cow will
bring 8400 to $500. "If you want
to maintain your present milk
production, sell two culls and
buy one good -herd
replacement," advised Lane.
Cows not producing enough
milk to pay their share of feed
and overhead cost are prime
candidates for culling in every
herd. These include cows with
a long calving interval
because of breeding problems
and those with recurring
mastitia or other diseases.
"Even slow milkers, cows of
poor type and cows with bad
dispositions are 'good culling
prospects at prices you can
get now," says Lane.
The diary specialist adds
that if you want to reduce the
number of cows you are
milking for any reason, this is
an opportune time to sell off
some of your herd.
,-"That's right! I got my nevi
car financed from the same
place I got my Shield..." .
• ,mFikinsliratice"""
adv. fitriaiwong PetePlriuivenci
pA, now* Ii6o, honlitt, hnovv,
,ust Ir,.à MFA trwureece.





lambs, culling ewes, pur-
chasing . replacement stock
Route 4, Marra,
Both events are sponsored
by the Department of Animal
Sciences in the UK College of
Agriculture and the Mid-
States Wool Growers. For
more information about either
event, write • or call Monty
Chappell, Department of
Animal Sciences, University
of Kentucky, Lexington, KY.
40506 (606-258-2716).
A huge swamp in Brazil
known as the Pantanal, located
near the Bolivian and Para-
guayan borders, has about as
many lakes as Minnesota. Al-
though its climate is among the
hottest and wettest in South
America', the area supports six
million zebu tattle and such
crops as rice and corn.
MEMBER OF 'THE MONTH - Mi e Rogers, son o s.
Hilda Jo Rogers of Murray Route Seven, hat been selec-
ted as FFA Member-of-the-Month by the Calloway
Country Chapter of Future farmersALAsneaca, mike was.
selected as a result of placing superior 2nd in dairy
...ziroductiOn and superior in hurley tobacco production
in the iiegional Contests. Also Rogers was chapter win-
ner of the beef impromptu speaking contest and rated
Istsellent the'r_4911.41CPMt.r_nOX *ming
as chairman of the ..FFA Scholarship COM ee of the





This year, make a definite move to higher yields •
wittiMitcheiTtoybeans.The bettilthat 'consistently'
-may ields all-others in official state tests.
Mitchell is a Group 4 variety that Ring Around
helped develop. And when you buy a bag of Mitchell
beans from your Ring-Around dealer, you getseed
that have met the strictest quality standards in the
seed industry, as well as top yield potential
Also, look for Ring Around's other champions







is what you get.
Butler Grain Drying Systems.
And whit'you get is your choice of the finest in grain drying
systems. •
We can show you Kan-Sue Continuous Flow Grain Dry-
ers, with capacities from 4,300 to 10,440 bushels per day. .
Or the Batch, a smaller high speed dryer with capacity of
2,160 bushels per day.
Then there is the long-time favorite Stor-N-Dry°` system
which gives you reliable in-tiin grain drying,. Choose from the
cOnenlett. line of bin sizes and drying occ,Ksories. '









Ray Jones and Weida Y, Heaver
Cope of Mayfield Route Five, present her senior piano ‘ like - •
you never 'mow whether a seam (cc the
rail car) could have broken." - - _IT,Ag* — - -•,- 4-' — '
' •'. the Rev. Glynn Copeland Price Doyle Fine Arts Ceriter. 
Manning said police and other. .reseue  enn.,
ay V personnel had an evacuation Plan thatofficiating.. . her program will includeson ni the- Percy McMillan were-Heiner stitiaie could have been put into effect. Police Gaited Pleasure Horse, Lakeviewe 
Buckingham itur-Addle- and schumana'also altered Murray Calloway County Delight, Janet Banks, Murilrff--- ' AtInter's-131tek- Ltidt-lyiyy
- Tn., died Saturday- iWahler;--tlarii-Xabalevskyv', • --sinspits-sabeine sus neraiheala and the Claes -241,-- Amateur-Walking-Horse- ,Woods. _Elwood Rndy
Dies Saturday With p.m. at the.chapel of the Linn
Mufriy— Businessman Odell Williams Is Dead At Age Of 52; Funeral Is Tuesday
Ray Buckingham Is
Dead At Age Of 73 •
Ray Buckingham, Who for
31I rims had operated Buck's
Body Shop at the corner of
Sycamore and South Ninth
.Streets, Murray, died Sunday
. at 4:711 a.m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital
'after having been stricken a
few hours earlier at his home
at 1123 Circarama,- Murray,
with an apparent heart attack..
' was 73 yawl et age and_
was' 'boiii:1;iii-111, 1964, in
Stewart County, Tn.;•beingthe
Odell Williams, age .52, a
resident of Murray -Houle
Eight, died Saturday at eight
p. m. at his 'home. He was
employed by the Aireo Car-
bide Company of Calvert City.
Calloway .County Coeoner
Tommy Walker, said he
pronounced Mr. Williams
dead at 1040 p.m. and listed
the death as due to a self in-
flicted gun shot wound in the
head. -The body of Mr.
Williams was found by the
Kentucky State Police.
a-__The Calloway man was a
member .of the Poplar Spring
Baptist Church and was a
veteran of the Korean War.
Born Feb. 21, 1926, . in
Calloway rounty,l-U-Inis_the
son of Ensile B. Williams, who
survives, and_Nara Ada
Outland Williain-4 who died in
1975.
Survivors include 'his wife,
Five; one sister, Mrs. Lona
G rin Murray RouteMite eu ,
Mrs. T (Wanda) Hank
"You never know. Azal. you can'tand Mrs. Rickie (Debbie')
afford to take chances, especially withDowland, Route Four, Martin...,
something as dangerous id that was,"Tn.; one stepson, Rayburg--
Murry Police Chief Brent ManningWoodard, Route Two,
observed today following a 12-howDresden, Tn.; two step
ordeal with a derailed L di N rail tankgrandchildren.
car filled with potentially toxic andThe funeral will be held
explosive liquid Saturday. •Tuesday at one P. m. at the
L & N workmen righted the tank carchapel of the Blalock-Coleman- shortly after midday Saturday, but notFuneral Home with the Rev, 
after a state fire marshal from ClingtonJerrell White cal
Services On Smiday
For Mrs. Canter
Mrs. Delina B. Chnter,
widow of Robert Luther
Canter, died Friday at three
p.m. at the Community
Hospital, Mayfield. She was 83
years of age.
Surtivors include one son, -
music by the Poplar en,, came to Murray and observed theNeal Canter, Mayfield; three situation. _ _
daughters, Mrer Codie Jones,- --Churt̀hamir.
Memphis, Tn., Mrs. Alan Pallbearer's wW fie Jerry — 
Cr cottalnhig a highly
Brooks, Mayfield, and Mrs.
• • 
JimmY Dunn, Chaerlet
Burteen Cliff Mitchell T 
- The fel*
bfliaminsulfidaebi, edrradilteodxicshcohretinlyicaaftlercarmboid-nRebecca Williams, Mt.
Ctemowi-Mtele-;_-„lawaw -
grandchildren: --Wag een great
grandchildren.
The --funeral was hill
Sunday at 3:30 p.m. at the
chapel of the Byrn Funeral
-napkins:Weeds-rd. Buda- a4d1 ti'vill.Rfoalylottuw in
the Elm Grove Cemetery. .
Friends-mat-call at---the---- 
Murray
 SaturdaY leak(' 13ftfiuseral home. • 
Police
Clast-44s- -Open Fox Trot Horse;-----
Industrial Road. Class 29, Open- Racking Horse, Sunshine, Bobby Spiceland, Murray,
 -Shadow's Danny Boy,Doter, Little - rider-owneht - 
about a- 1700 foot radius from the Kenton Tenn.; Class 13., Junior Five Gaited Horse,
derailment and evacuated all Class 28, Rosemar Sensation, James
bu.sM s and some residences in the Nichols; Mrs. .David Anderson. of
I'
Mrs. Margie Sty Williams, Home.- MaYfield, with aro. Reneetelley Anchorage, owners;
;Murray Route Eight; lather, James Shockley officiating. Class 27, Four Year Old Walking Class 12, Show Pleasure Walking
Elisah B. Williams, Murray Burial was in the Highland _L. D ' obi Horse, Pride's Mr. Showman, John Horse, Midnight Go Son, Louise Abels,.
Route Six; two daughters, !II* Cdnhe441T,__Mailleld• _ . Harney, Crass and Jones of Franklin, Memphis, Tenn., owner-rider;
Mrs. Larry (Susan Rene
--if sew, and Miaa-dennifer
MurTaY-liada Funeral On Sunday
Mrs.*Hallie Copes Recital AO 28. •- Phillips. Riviera Courts, Class 25, U.F.Hall Challenge Cup tgornery, Paducah;
- - - - ampere on from all thtpeopIehere a -Etitiltatfori 'Crass; Eveiyn Montgon y,:Mrs. Renee Johnston
`Kelley, formerly a student at




age 91, was held Swiday at two recital on FridaY, April 28. 
that. Even though It wasn t leaking, owners,
Class 22, Style Racking Horse, - 8, Three Year Old Walking
Shadow's Dan DoW _LA-MAL—Ham -1;00(kra Mak/arum Jon..ItiterHeid Today
•
area.
Personnel with . Murray Fire
Department and Calloway County Fire
and Rescue Squad manned streets
leading into the evacuation area.
"We received 99.9 percent
The funeral for Mrs. Hallie return to the campus Its all precautions necessar' y for a case Heridry and Bette, _Bruceton, Tenn , Twilight's Gemini, Craig Henke,' Janet
To begin at 4:30 p. m. in theFuneral Home, Benton, with Forrom_Recttal Rau, of the pit ..
KentonT •
Class 21, American Saddlebred Five- Dam;
Chevrolet Company,-/ater to Reservoir, and with an rs. Burton Dies
arourid to watch. He came to nessee Valley Authority in the grandchildren. •
, • Special Exe-rtise,Murray in 1936 with the Porter survey for Kentucky Dam aa
1,1
become Holeerntll-Chevrolet. - engineering firm. •
Four years later, he went to -- rto deceased - was a
work at Camp Tyson, the mernher -of the First Baptist
barrage balloon camp , at Church, Paris,.. Tn past. ., 
Parts, Th., where he was for President of the Paris-Kiwanis
feit s-liefore returning to Club, currently serving --es._.
Jescroy „to an into the goo vice-president of the West
• bedy repair besiness ter Tennessee Water_ and Waste
ltimeoen.. The building where --Water Association, and a
The business presentle__1*-7 Navy-veteran of World War IL
loCiited. was built three years. Born April 24, 1913, in
later Alabama, he was the son of
Mr. Buckingham was a Lucy Cowan Williams, who
member of the First Baptist survives, and the late W.
Church and of the Masonic Percy Williams.
Lodge He was married Aug. Mr. Williams is survived by
1, 1925, to the former Louise his wife, Mrs. Dorotha Enoch
Cowan, who survives along Williams, to whom he was
.with one daughter, Mrs. Dub married on March 19, 1936;
(Margaret >- Polly, 1524 Oxford two daughters, Mrs. Frank
Drive, Murray; one son, Sullivan; Cocoa, Fla., and
Buddy Buckingham, 1717 Miss Julia Williams, Paris,
Magnolia, Murray; two Tn.; one son, James Percy
sisters, Mrs. Wes Fulton, (a.mmy) Williams, Paris,
Murray, and Mrs. Ruby Tn.; two sisters, MeS.-Vyron
Forrester, Hazel Route Two-, (Eunice) Mithcell, Fulton,
two brothers, Leon and Mrs. Erwin (Jean)
Buckingham, Paris, Tn., and Herrmann, Forest Park, Ill.;
Terry Buckingham, Hazel four brothers, W. Bryant
Route Two; three grand- 'Williams, Paris, Tn., James
children, Mrs. Jerry (Sheila C. Williams, Murray, Dr.
Grogan, David Buckingham, Herbert tee Williams,
and Mark Buckingham, Memphis, Tn., and the Rev.
Murray: three great grand- Charles Ernest Williams,
children, Eric, Adam, and Cincinnati; Ohio; five gran-
Heather Grogan. dchildren. ,
The funeral will be held The funeral is being held
  Tuesday at elevest-a.m. at-the --- todeyai-two p. in. at the First
chapel of the J. H. Churchill Baptist Church, Paris, Tn.,
Funeral Home with the Rev, with the Rev. Carroll Owen
Dr. Bill Whittaker officiating. and-the Rev. Harry Flowers
Burial will follow in the officiating. Burial will follow
Murray City Cemetery. in the Memorial Cemetery
Active pallbearers will be with the Ridgeway Morticians
Gerald Tabers, Joe McClarti, in charge of the
Paul Maggard. M. C. Garrott, arrangements.
Ralph Kirnbro, and Albert  
Crider Honorary pallbearers
will be Warden Gilbert,
Rudolph Thurman, Lonzo
Calhoun, C 0 Bondurant,
Charles Mercer, Irby Palmer,. ABOUT IP !•Aubrey Hatcher, Niel :
Melugin, Ralph Ray, Bill
Jemes, and Norman Klapp.
... Friends may call at the
'funeral home The family
requests that expressions of
sympathy take the form of
contributions to the Calloway
County Heart Fund.
--Ratiseighinnifesiss-ene-eAsa—lwchghnh attlle-Heng CountY
Mr. Williams is also sur-
Tenn., owners;
M urr a y- -police spokesman said Paducah; ---
Saturday. - Class 23, CW-Fine Harness Pony,
vived bkrtywo step daughters,' ,.inli






fann family of seer oiildreo._ avirGeneral Hospital, Paris. He urne , an u y ey.
businessaMce. at the age of  _ 59.141V-
_ He had boosts the autamessao.".: d have been 654-ears of Burial was
Graves 
 in the Liberty
16. he left the farm te . Williams had retired in Mrs. Cope died Friday at
assemble 1' Model Fords at 'February of this year as 5:40 p.m. at the Mills ganor
the Jones' Motor Company in operations superintendent of Nursing Home. She is sur-
- Paris Tin-- the .Board of Public Utilities, vived by one son, the Rev. R.
In 1924, Mr. Buckingham Paris, Tn., having been with B. Cope, Mayfield Route Five:
used the first spray gun ever the firm for 24 years. He had one brother, Parvin Hardison,
ui this area to paint a car, worked with the Tennessee Mayfield Route Six; four Maj. Bryant III Inisid people came from miles Highway Department, Ten- grandchildren; six .great
recital- Is " open to the
public at no charge. '
Mrs "Kelley has- been
studying plane- witl
Charles- Keller at- . Ohio
Wesleyan University .4uring
the completion of her work




Sunday; Funeral To ( AHTNe_i - Mai.John T.
Bryant. III, son of Mrs.
Be Held On Tuesday Pauline. G. Bryant, 1612
-- Magnolia Drive, Murray,
— Mrs. Effie Weet.Burton died- •_:recently participated in -
Silnday„it 9:15 a.m. at tie Operation. Caber Warrior Viiit
Censnienity HowItaL Bragg N.C. 
Mayfield. Shh Was 82 years 'or" The Operaticon was an XVIII
age, a. resident of 213---Soeth --Airborne 'Corp, Command
16th Street, Mayfield, and the--=•.post exercise which simulated
Wife of R. H. Burton who died
June 4, 1967.
The deceased was a
member of the Nortieside
Church of Christ, Mayfield.
Born April 28, 1895, in Graves
County, she was the daughter
Of the late Jesse T. West and
Amanda Brooks West. One
son, Merritt Burton, died
March 20. 1966.
Mrs. Burton is survived by
one daughter, Mrs. _Bauzie
(Eunice) Cochrurn, MaMeld;
one son, Robert Lewis Burton,
Murray Route -' Six; two
sisters, Mrs Elbert ( Bertrice )
Bruce, Farmington, Mich.,
and Mrs. Lois Mary Lou
Lamb, Route Two, Puryear,
Tn.; three brothers, Connie
West, Lynnville, Jesse West,
Farmington Route One, and
.James West, Mayfield Route
One.
The funeral will be held
TueidaS if ROO- cm. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Colemam
Funeral Home, Murray, with
Bro. John Hoover officiating.
Burial will follow in the
Lebanon Cemetery near
Sedalia.
Friends may call at the
funeral home
Hog Market
Federal Hate Market News ReetRMI.
=re
Purchase Area Hog 11■11114 - -
Report *dodge.
Receipts Art 1111111014=miii
Celts Awe - higher *slangs A
Weer ewes amity
US I -2 311140/11bs 146 50-45.75 few 44 "




UI 14 41104111111e WNW .111
(R 11 114411* lbs 141.042 111
W1111/40411/11. . . 1271** es
ems 0.013.eharifejiiiees.01
-
By Benny Imes oft
a combat environment.
Bryant,----_:,.! battalion
executive officer with the
101st Airborne Division-of Fort
Campbell, Ky., entered the
Army in September 1965.
He received his commission
through the ROTC program.
Bryant received a master's
degree in 1974 from Morehead
'KS. State Udiversity. ,
His wife, Mary Anna, lives
in Clarksville, Tenn.
Stock Market
Priam ot deck el Mel Merest at noon
EDT, tow, el: *as Ledger k
Wale by VW MM.& Corp., of
Murray, are al
Industrial Average +121
A if r 0 0% roc
Air Products  +r
American Motown 4% roc
Ashlsed011 30 Ab
American Talaptine 43%+'6
Fort Mart 41% +14
Genie* liskin 4416 -%
Generail1r* 1114 +%
4'
chemical the tank car carried. ,Open, Delight Big Bad John, C. C.
Manning said L & N workers almost Williams, Cypress Aezea,__F arm,
tank con- back an ihRtjnek& • — Marshal. Tex.;
. when Kimbro arrived. "He went doWn
:and looked at it, then went and called
his boss and then gave them (L di N
personnel) the go-ahead," Manning
said.
Murray Mayor Melvin Henley, a
professor of chemistry at Murray State
said Saturday; "Even though it doesn't
look as though there is any immediate
danger, there is always that possibility.
This chemical is highly toxic, ex-
tremely flamthable and— don't ;want
another Waverly, (Tenn.) If something
should go wrong."





Amendment in Kentucky -
Now I Hear the Whole Story,"
can be heard tonight on WK-
MS-PACI public affairs show,
"Monday Night At-Eight."
The eight o'clock.program
will feature Mrs. 'Phyllis
' Green of Mayfield, co-
chairman of the Kentucky
chapter of Stop ERA and Ms.
Kizzie Cantrell of the National
Organization of Women.
.Mrs. Green feels the death
of ERA in Kentucky is a sure
thing while Ms. Cantrell says
that if an extension of time is
granted to the ratification
effort, ERA will become a
reality.
Also on the show will be Phil
Deaver, an outspoken critic of
women's rights. Deaver feels
ERA is fine in theory but will
 -never-week-inpractiee. 
Newspaper and magazine ads, radio and TV corn-
;nercials unceasingly stress the sales message - "For
your convenience" - in acquainting you with all sorts off
products and services. The assurance of convenience is ,
seen everywhere, heard everywhere. It is constantly-7-
Implied your convenience comes first, last and always
It has reached a point in our every day living that con-
veniences are an absolute must They supposedly ,-
represent progress. Inconveniences are intolerable.
They supposedly represent old patterns. The passion
'for convenience reflects an ever growing desire in self
interest.
Perhaps we are being spoiled in the process.-. it- W  
W111 11111111T intended to be' an erldleas MA- of' as•
vellibee...Inconveniences do occur...SiindaS, worship
aliMierch, for example, is not and should not be a mat-
ter_ wamaim. In a physical sense, church at-
teedisefidsit nisd does cause inconvenience at tithes.
in a spiritual' eihtiO, Wither -renvoilltinctr
convenience matter in an individital reisporar to God's.














aft A' Listeners are invited to call
"fel% +A.% in questions to Mrs. Green,
4a1/2 + Ms. Cantrell and Deaver onsa4i
3441 +% the live program. The number
13 816411"tme to call is 762-4661. The
 1,4 +Ie. program will be hosted by
 ostem44 WKIVIS' Rachel Oas.
II° b 1411% .1 .1 VI '14
%Mi
Daily Specials from Seven Seas
*TUESDAY SPECIAL*
Fisherman's Platter Special
A delicio seus rving of Catfish fillet.
fresh guff select oysters and gulf fried
th""ft• S•rved with choice of potato
southern hushpuppie, and cote slaw.












South•rn fr,ed gold•rs brown ...k
choice of potato col. slaw and
southern hushpuppies
f*En en
41 ea 'Wirt VI 1
75).40.1 WO 4 •PA• 'W$ 10$t , 7 'Ave A WIN
$ 1 99
1%1%,,lieWikt,106.1%,.1%.,INERF
- Class 19, Open Roadster Pony, Bold
Venture, Marty Bette, Hendrip and
Bette, Bruceton, Tenn., owners;
Class 18, Two Year Old Walking
Stallions and Geldings, Ebony Big Star,
Clearmon Pope, Teimbel, Tenn.;
Class 17, American Saddlebred Three
Gaited Pleasure. Horse, High Stakes,






and Mrs. Richard Shepherd, Beverly
'Hills, Calif,; -
Class 15, Walking Horse 15.2 or Under
.96 cts. Reg. 2200.00
-1.02 tts. Reg. 450800
1.67 cts. Reg. 4400.00
1.10 cts. Reg. 6300.00
2.72 cts. Reg. 12,000.00
Class 11, Equitation, E),erlyn Mon-
_ _ •CUSS 10-, AMItehr Harness




Class 6; Equitatiqn, Renee Wedeli,. ,
lassC 5, Amateur Roadster Pony To
Bike, Bold Venture, Marty Betel
Hendrix and Bette, Bruceton, Teun.;
Class 4, Ladies Amateur Walking
Horse, Threat's Masterpiece, Beverly
Carpenter, ElDorado, Ark.;
Class 3, Amateur Three Gaited
Horse, Right Dandy, Getogann Jessup,
West Way Stables, Greenville;
Class 2, Two Year Old Walking
Fillies, EB's Brewn Sugar, Vickie Self,
Mr. and Mra.Fhalta Parnell, Newburn,_
Tenn.;
Class 1, Open Pleasure Pony, Ginger
Bread Man, Renee Wedel, Effinger
Stables, Chandler, Ind.
Back 4:)i Tracks Safely
occurred because of a malfunction in
the switching equipment, Manning
said. The tank car was tipund for
Vanderbilt Cgernical in Murray.
The train was traveling about three
miles per hour when the derailment
happened and quick action by the
engineer stow* the train-, Is thought
to have prevented mor.e seriou3
damage to the tank car. Wheels of tvh)
other cars were also shifted from the
tracks in the accident. .a
Horse Show .. . I 0
(Continued From Page One Open, The Gene,rator, Dean Byard, Mr.-
Class 30, Road Horse To Bike, and, Mrs. Darrell Gilliam, Indian
night near Kengas propane storage Expresswpy;.6torge Jessup, West Way Mouridi.-_12sh„ owners;









Diamupds !lave Doubled Since Lasttear
They licrease in Value Each Month
We Are Selling These Selected Diamonds
For The Brokerage Commission
So Invest Today
Many Others In Stdck To Select From
ROUND DIAMONDS







93 cis Reg. 2501
94 cts. Reg. _5001.10
1.03 cts. Reg. 470.111
1.57 cts. Reg. 3200.00







.M cts Reg. 1/95.00 Sale 899"
.87 cts. Reg. 19951 Sale 19950'
MARQUIS
.79 cts. Reg. 1895.00 Sale 999"
1.48 cts. Reg. 4000.00 Sale 2995'
Gemological Institute of America (CIA) Certified Stones
.73 cts. Pear Shape diamond Reg. 4000 00  salt 2995'
































































































IZAAK WALTON LEAGUE - Members of the Fort
Heiman Chapter of the izaak Walton League gathered
four truck-loads of trash in the New Concord area. Pic-
tured here gathered around the league's 'familiar
covered wagon are (kneeling) left to right Aline Smith
and Eileen Coleman. Standing left to right are Joe
Palermo, Mae Crumes, Mildred Raper, William Rats,
John Coleman, Frances Davis and Lonnie Dasis.. _
These groups were among
the many, many Murray and
Calloway County
organizations that par-
ticipated in the county-wide
cleanup here this past
Saturday.
City and county trucks were
provided through Judge
Robert 0. Miller and the fiscal
court and Mayor Melvin
Henley and the city council
and the clean-up was coor-
dinator by Janice Austin of
JudgeMiller's office.
ALPHA DELTA P11.- Members of Alpha Delta Pi sorority at Murray State University;
worked Saturday with the Garden Department of the Mgeray.Woman's Club in their
newspaper recycling drive. Doris Cella, left, of the Garden Department helps sorority
members, from C.t4la's left, Janice Daniel and Leslie Dixon bundle newspapers.
CITY-COUNTY PARK - Cub Scouts from North Elementary School Pack 76 worked
all Saturdi morning picking up litter along the roads and in the piceiciartplaygrOand
areas of the park 
_
CALLOWAY COUNTY YOUNG DEMOCRATS - Members from the Young
Democrats of CAlloway County went all out as they.unloaded the litter they collected
along Highway 280 east and the Wild Caftreek Road. Left to right are Charlie MdCtia-
ney, Pam Sutherland, Joe Johnson and Rachel.Flora. ,
Sloane Announces For Governor TV Programs Director
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) - Former
Louisville Mayor Harvey Sloane today
formally announced his. candidacy for
the Democratic gubernatorial nom-
ination in the first of a series of
scheduled press conferences around the
state.
Sloane, a pediatrician who entered
the political arena in the 1973 Louisville
mayor's race, was noncommittal when
questioned about what his relationship'
with the administration of G. Julian
Carroll will be during the campaign.
"Let me make it plain that Pm not -
running against Governor Carroll. I'm
my own candidate. My style is dif-
ferent. You're going to see a different
administration, one that is more open,"
Sloane said.
Sloane briefly outlined what he said
would be issues in the 1979 sovernor's
race, including education, statewide
health care, federal tobacco research'
cutbacks, railroad derailments,
eastern Kentucky coal haul roads, and
taxes.
Sloane said he commended &moll
. "for making education a dominant item
In the present biennial budget."
3,- He also pledged to "upgrade and
maintain the coal roads in this com-
monwealth."
Sloane added he would not raise taxes
and recalled his mayoralty, in which he
said services were improved without
tax increases.
He also pledged to disclose all
political contributions, regardless of






making contributions will remain
anonymous.
Sloane said his campaign or-
ganization so Ear has raised a little
more than $64,000, including a $20,000
personal loan from Sloane.
Sloane is the first Democrat to an-
nounce formally as a candidate for
goyernor in 1979.
"In step with Kentucky's people" is
the mild rallying cry of Sloane, a 42-
year-old contender trying to carve his
own path in the jungle of Kentucky
gubernatorial politics where at least
four major rivals have pre-empted
attention to date.
The former mayor planned news
conferences at Lexington, --Ashland,
Covington, Louisville and Padkicah to 
make his announcement- antl--omn•
ments.
Significantly, those are most of the
larger cities and all except one are
alpng the Ohio River.
This seems to point to an urban
strategy, despite Sloane's earlier
denials that he is aiming his campaign
at any economic segments; -
No other Democrat has yet made an
official announcement for governor
next year, but state Commerce Com-
missioner Terry McBrayer is regarded
as the choice of Gov. Julian Carroll,
state Auditor George Atkins itrunning
in all but name - against the ad-
ministration - and U. Gov. Thelma
Stovall reluctantly announced in-
formailysinonths ago just to get things
on the record. Rep. Carroll Hubbard, D-
Ky., says he will run for governor, but
hasn't said when.
In the Republican column, state Rep.
Raymond Overstreet of Liberty has
launched an active campaign.
Sloane is stressing what he calls the
necessity for the public and private
sectors to work in partnership for the
people, and he is citing his record as
mayor to prove that most obstacles to
progress can be overcome by such
teamwork.
He was expected to tell his listeners
in the five cities that he intends to







To Speak At Meeting
Bill Jay, vice president and
director of program
operations, WTVF, Channel 5,
Nashville, Tenn. will speak on
"Implications of the New U. S.
Copyright Law for TV
'Programmers" it the 9 a.m.
,Tuesday Copyright Con-
ference scheduled for KenIake
State Resort Park on April 24
and 25.
Appearing on the program
with Jay will be Ms. Mary
Borysewicz, editor, American
Journal of Ophthalmology,




discussing implications of the
law for publishers and
librarians.
Sponsored by Murray State
University Libraries and The
National Library of Medicine,
the conference will feature for
the afternoon session today a
videotaped teleconference on
the new copyright law
produced at the Maryland
Center for Public Broad-
casting and distributed via
Moro Ultimatum




release of 13 jailed terrorists
in exchange for kidnapped
former Premier Aldo Moro.
Newspapers in Rome.
Genoa and Milan received the
'message today.
It threatened to execute the
61-year-old president of the
Christian Democratic Party














At the 7 p.m- banquet on
today Dr. Ben Bradford,
recognized playwright from
Paducah, will present the
author's view of the new law.
Registration for the con-
ference is open to all in-
terested persons. Further
information may be obtained



















Homosexuality is a sin,
according to one of two
resolutions on homosexuality
adopted during the three-day
Kentucky conference of
Members of the. Christian
-Church (Disciples of Christ)
-held at the Bluegrass Con-
vention Center, Louisville,
April 20-22.
• However, that resolution
called for "a continuing love
and concern for persons who
profess and practice
•homosexual behavior," ac-
cording AO a statement
released after the conference.
The measure was approved by




Church, Murray, were Mr.
and Mrs. Walt Apperson,
Norman' Hale, pair Martin,
' John 15asco,Sr., and the Rev.
Dr. David C. Roos.
The stance on homosexulity
goes against a 213-page study
document adopted last
summer during_ IC nittional
cony_ention_ii_the Genet-AI 
Assembly of the Christian
Church (Disciples of Christ).
The denomination has 14
million , members nationally.
— Opponents of th'i document
then complained that it
clearly port rayed
• homosexuality as an ac-
ceptable lifestyle. One part of
. the study paper. called
"Homosexuality p d- the
Church,.!  - questions the
traditional interpretation of
the sin of Sodom, as accounted
- in-the 19th chapter of Genesis.
The other resolition ap-
proved by the Kentuoky
Disciples of Christ last week
opposes "the ordinatien.of any
candidate to the ministry who
declares that he or she
practices homosexuality as a
lifestyle," said Guy Waldrip,
associate general-minister for
the denomination. The
resolution was approved by a
vote of 268-98 with nine ab-
stentions.
New officers elected to
serve during the biennium
1978-80 were Edward F.
Coffmen, Jr., Madisonville,










state attended the conference,
who voted to hold its 1980
• assembly, in ,ELovington. -
WASHINGTON (AP)
Ponder Rep. Ricluird --T. .
• Hanna, the first congressional
figure charged in the Korean
influence-buying scandal,
today was sentenced to serve
six months to 30, months in a
federal prison.
Hanna, who was a
tkinveret from California,
appeared stunned as Chief
Distr7udge William tryant -
tersely handed down the
sentence after lengthy appeals-- -
-The document's authors said -frurn both the. 181"""
the Sodomites' sin was more and his attorney for mercy.
likely one of inhospitality than
"...i%.%•MWWWNI.e. one of homosexual in-
tercourse.
At last summer's national
convention, delegates rejected
a resolution that would have
condemned homosexuality as
, an alternative lifestyle and
voted support Jaws guaran-
teeing -ctvil Arhts for
homosexuals.-
ACROSS shelter
t Cluarve1 65 Word of sor-
5 Arrived (an row
• the scene 67 Rocky hitt











































































WASHINGTON (AP, — The
Supreme Court refused today
to review Patricia Hearst:s
1976 bank robbery conviction.
The young newspaper heiress,-
free the past two years on $1 '
million bond, soon may-havei- •
togo to prison.
Answer to Saturdas Puzzle
1110/710 OM min
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The City of Murray will accept sealed bids for
the sale of one ii 1973 Ford 4 door sedan, vuty1-'
top, steering, brakes & air, 460 ciihic inch motor.'•
Vehicle may be inipected at City Hall Building.
South 5th fr Poplar' Streets. Bids will be accepted
until April 25, 1970, 5:00 p.m.
PUBLIC NEARING
The Mayor and Common Council will 'hold a
110'.of S the Western 
Public Hearing on the ro
treet at 
rary closing of ap-
proximately
=.2--- end, and betemen-the -14th and 15th Meeks,
• April 27, 1778. The hearing will be held at 7:36p.
rn in-the City Hall Bldg„ in the Council•gham----
• her. For further information, call the Planner's.-
Office at 753-1225.
 .1111111AT WE: 'DOBEST is-
rare. Needlima, 753-6333.--
--1HE FAMILY . of Mr. and
(Butch I
Weed would like to ex-
- press our appreciation
- to all our friends and
- relatives for the clothes,
furniture, food, gifts and
mosey that we received
when we lost our home
Thy Hi* katecia1 thankti-
to everyone that help in




- 1970-79 UV of Murray Motor Yehicle License
,----(eitylitidters), Business lime*, Dog License-a:-
dereyelleficensratt now on sale arthi-CiAr_
CieriCs Office, City Hall Building South 5th &
Poplar Streets. License expire on May 1, 1978




The (executive) of the (city/candy) of Hazel will.
holds public hearing at the Cy Hall, Has4lky.„.at
 Tje.sik._11147.M978 for the purism 
ten and oral comments of citizens regarding uses of
Revenue Sharing funds as proposed in the annual
budget in the amount of $3,000.00. All interested
senior citizens, and organizations
representing the interests of senior citizens are en-




. Notice is hereby given that. a Citizen Par- ,
- ticipation Plan has been duly adopted for the ad- .
ministration of Community. Development.
- programs in the City of Murray by the Common
  - Council. A draft al the Plan was reviewed at the -.-
._ .' . April 3. /978 _Public Hearingheldat-thelinnglas-
- , Corrifnutilly-Zeider.-All-inminents . and-
_ suggestions made by the public were considered
in preparing the final Plan for official approval.




West Term. Antique tor Club Show'
and Flea Market April 28-29, 1978,
Holiday Inn, Jackson, Tenn. 60 New
rooms and large parking area added,
now in use. •














rosponsibl• ter only ono


































Society   753-351S
c to ofebeesive
Care . . 753.422
Pelson (mei . . 753-751:
SelorClreas .  1531429
lisediee  /53-41EFt






Due to. fish fry ac-
tivities Paris
livestock CO. , rne.
net have their auction
sale, Friday April 28,
1978. Other buying







be submitted by 12
noon, the day before
publication.
All _reader AmpigturNme IN sales
clasa likairThind  managernent---with-
6. Help Wanted 6 Help Wanted
FULL- TIME maid-irtitt--ANIT PART time,




position with local firm.
Person hired must
possess skills in ledger
entries, payroll, etc.
and respect the con-
fidentially of position.
pegree or associate
.egree preferred but not
necessary. -Ability to
work 'closely with and
get along- well
others a definite plus. - MINER .QUEEN *meads_
Starting salary- NS floe end port time
comensurate with help, male and female
abilities, excellent for days and eigists.
fringes including must be able to mirk ea
.hospitalizataxi-major weekends, meet be
medical insurance. 
Interested ptrsons 
or older. No °Men Med
apply. No phone tile.
Apply in person We,
don't apply from 11
teatime _pf_. pasar- a.m. - 2 p.m. or 5 p.m.4
Days or nights Apply in
person. Sonic Drive In.
-
COOKS AND afithwashers
needed. Ap* in person.
Triangle Inn, South 12th
Street.
should mail application --
including- brief personal
history, complete_
perience and salary  
.m.
expectations to_ P.. D.  
Box 32-K Murray, Ky., EXPERIENCED clean-
42071. up man anda body man.
NEED MATURE womanApply -in person Cs
to cafe- foeti„„:, dindre-n-------Mateir---Sal es, 1215




USED BABY BED with
mattress. Call 753-9315.
-
ELECTRIC SERV le E





amount. Write to Robert




timber: We pay top
prices on good quality
timber and will pay cash
Dr percentage -your




buy cut or strine'ng,
smallcw large triter Call
Mel Rhodes, 1-882421-
1630.
'tied bY 12 ;Mil- --real future. --For am-
the day, before bitious people. Could 'bepublicntion. 
N  
part time. Call 759-1370.
-re-R --wirrir.rtn-IrEirinrir- OLD 
Products. .0011Eact - FASHION 1111A-114-
Holman Jones, 217 South- BURGERS - Now taking
13th„ phone 753-3128. applications for
cashiers, counter help,
grill cooks and all
phases of restaurantHappy work. Apply at Holiday
Birthday Inn Tuesday and
- Wednesday, April 25 arkt.ita• 
26 between 8 a.m. -
Holland - --p.m. Contact -Mr. -Mc-
Daniel
BIBLE FACTS INC.
Jesus states in Matthew
7:15, 16: -Beware of
false prophets, which -
come to vou_in sheep's- --
clothing, )11 inwardly
they are ravening
• wolves. Ye shall know
them by their fruits. Do
men gather grapes of
thorns, or figs of
thistles?" Think about
it! For Bible study,
individual, group or by
phone, call 753-0984.
COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
. size itsko any size.
Wallets frys as 24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th.,
753-0035. Free parking




Sunday for your dining
pleasure. Cypress
Springs Restaurant on
Beautiful Ky. Lake. Call
436-5496.















strate top quality toys
and gifts. Call collect
to Ann Baxter, 319-556-
8681, or write MERRI-
MAC, 801 Jackson,
Du ue Iowa 52001





• It I 0. 10 at  • U • O SO
Illoomm a pan of if, trope lad-
wary enifsour toms actually an
solved the V 0 on ng opertmons
We need a rel.abas Moan tO
1,cota• a an alyent.lor Our toat
nottortal Cookers,. network In
dui area IFAMEENATELY
Loader. eonoo /mid rat Ulmer
Cortinramos P arci Eler us a
wawa
VACATION FREE orals you




Only Mose *No cony.not us of
the., unaanty and sled.cot on so
*chore SUCCESS r.4 ba colts/d-
'fled
Good character reltalastity all
clootsso eta. 'moot's in mots
Man typ000nor No nutter era's
Your [why:toad ,s you may be
I
just Orr orton on are board for
Phone a urns today
t OW 1 r 0 CHtor,i, T 1 /NI IV
nPvt;
N.011(11,4 II t t 1,I.1,
. or
Viliarl'Ul *arm 




clean off garden spot
and also someone to help








Income open. Come and -
grow with us. For in-
formation and ap-
pointment call: Mr. IyelUdERS OF WEST
Harper, Monday or KENTUCKY... now
Tuesday, 8 a.m.-12genn, have Group Excess
4 p.m. -8 p.m. Major Medical
available.. Family rates
under $80.00 Per Year.
This .plan is co-
administered and en-,
dorsed by the Major
Midwestern Livestock
Exchange. For in-




program call or write to
HOUSEKEEPER, 3 BEN NETT _AND
days week. Middle age ASSOCrATES, P.O. Box
preferred. Must Famish- 9467 Murray, Ky. 42U71





Applications now _being_ eltdric cook stove. Luce
taken for bookkeeping . new. Moving must sell.
Position with local flan. Call 411-2373 or 753-9924.
Person
cPessess 'AM u-itTeciatf-eit
entries, payroll, etc., draperies, made to your
and respect and con= meallammatit...No labor
fidentially of postion. chaFlIe• 9vei_ 130 pid-
dDeeggree preofrerraed 
but cent-off 
ssociate ntelf:I=eaff ridmthcolors, f1A5pperur
npecresso should san 
rys.Ilnd 
mail 
9719.Hirsch & Co. 753-
complete resume to paidexperience and aabiry FandRIGIdryDARerI. ERelvingtashoetri
expectations to P. a
Box 148 morrayer. .typeter. Call • 7537_
42071.
15 Articles For Sale
WEED EATERS, model




plications for fun and
• part time waitresses-
waiterLind cooks. Must
_ be 18 ig_over. Apply ln
pew dirty at Ri.gal 8
Mote.]: Conference










timber. We pay top
prices on good quality
timber and will pay cash
or percentage your
choice. Call after 6 p.m.
502-489-2334.
WOULD, YOU LIKE TO NET
$ 75,000
(*a: YEAR
BE SELF EMPLOYE°. AND
.NOT HAVE TO INVEST A
1.01 OF MONEY
See our ad under Help Wanted
FOR LEASE service
station, Hazel, Ky. Also'
for sale farm tanks of all




For Fad Conlideatial StI11(t













Minimum - high school
edacidlon; typing
• -valet Merida*
with people: willing to
learn new skills Send






cook Ky. lake Lodge
Restaurant, Aurora, Ky




resume to P. 0. Box 148,
Murray, Ky.
14. Want To Buy
SMALL ALUMINUM flat
bottom boat or canoe.
No motor df -Trailer
needed. Call 435-4237,
TILLERS chain drive, 5








Marble, South 9th. Call
753-5719.
FRIGIDAIRE range, two
piece living room suite.
Sewing machine. 1960 F
800 Ford truck with
grain bed. Call 753-6968
ONE G.E. refrigerator
and cultivator for small





kinds of greeting cards,
church groups
welcome to buy). Call
753-1712 after 4 p.m. or
753-4672 anytime.
50 USED refrigerators in
Mock, $50 to $125. Also
apartment size stove,
used furniture. 25 used
air conditioners, $75 to
$100. Used school desks,















WE BUY AND SELL used
air conditioners. Dill




blades. Your choice 28",




chair, been bought 15
months. Will take half
price 1100. Call 492-8801.
lb Hume Furnishings
1977 CLOSEOUT washer
and dryer, Heavy duty
white. $25 month. Call
753-0595 before 11--p7Fi.- =
CROWN DELUXE.: gas
range, Harvest Gp1d.
_ Like new, Call 489-2773
after 5 p.m.
CLOSE OUT 9" black and
white T. V. $10 month.
Call 753-0690beforet 6 p.m
SMOKE 'DETECTORS,
- nationally ady
• brand. Battery opeated







table and chairs $75.
Nice vinyl living room
$75. 30" electric,
stove. $90. Four piece -
bedroom suite, $80. Two
coffee tables and end
tables, $30-tall 489-2720




• Krbehler sleeper, -
makes queen size bed.
Maple deacons bench _
GUAM, - matching- ,
• - round tablecloth. Lamp,
recliner, two stools and
coffee table, all for $299.
, In good condition.
• Round oak table with
pedestal, refinished.
2140. Nice pine chest of
drawers, like new, $50.
Call 753-1611.
20 Sports Equipment
IS FT-. CATAMARAN sail
boat, 22- ft. mast with
mein and jib sail. Call
753-1362, 753-3125 or 753-
4029.
15' FIBERGLASS boat,
cover and trailer. Good
condition. 1668 Ryan.
$395.00. .•
29 Mobile Home Rentals
MOBILE -HOMES and
. mobile home- spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280; -
1974 15' FIBERGLASS-'
bass boat. 1974 70 h.p.
Evinrude motor, trot:king! , -
motor, 2 gas tanks, two -
batteries, spotlight and
anchor. $1850. Call 436-
5427.
16' ALUMINUM





after 3 p.m. '
22 Musical
A N TAD. gP
slam party to take.
• our small monthly
payment on 6 months old
Wurlitter piano. J and 13
Music, 753-7575.
1970 12 x 65 Trailer, fully
furnished. $150 month
plus deposit. Cali 759-
1951.
MOBILF. HOME spaces
for families. - Coach
Estates and Fox
- Meadows, South 16th
753-3855.






for rent, bath. 9100 00
per moeth. Everything
furnished except
electric bill. 209 Walnut
* St. Call 753-3685.
SEWING MACHINE in
cabinet, sews perfect.










sports weight yarns at ...
price, to make room
for my new line of
T Brunswick .Yarns in
both wool and acrylic, in
„worsted weight and
sports weight. Now in
stock - many new kits






napkins and quilt tops,
baby or fingering yarn.
-Full line of accessories
for each needleart.
. Needlepoint lessons -








'all carpet. Central heat
- -and air. Call 753-7550.















BALES OF -STRAW-s1,25 1
bale. Jap seed, 55 cents
a pound. Call 753-6215.
FOR SALE TOBACCO
and tomato sticks. Call
489-2126.






plus bushog, $1875. Steel
tired wagon with, run-
ning gear, $50. Contact
Paul Anderson, Route 5,
Benton, Ky. Highway





with _a 40 h.p. Evinrude
motor. Very nice. $600.
Call 753-6918 or 753-5754.
12' ALUMINUM boat 5
h.p. motor, good con-
dition. $250• Call 759-
1054.
MUST SELL-22f Apollo
Jet boat, one new, one
demonstrator. One
460--7--Pard
engine, one equipped 454,
Chevrolet engine With
warranty. Edwards














T. V. Take 'over
payments. $20.00. Call
753-0595 before 6 p.m.
REPOSSESSED stereo,
take over payments
$19.00 month. Call 753-
0595 before 6 p.m.
HEAR POLICE, game
warden, ambulance,
TVA calls on your Bear
IV Scanner. Complete
with 50 ft. push-up pole,
coax cable, antenna, 17
crystals. $225. call 753-
4770 after 5 p.m.
27 'viol:me Nome Siles
1969 EMBASSY mobile
home, all electric. $4000.
1974 Chevy van, series
30, air, power steering




sale. Very nice mobile
home with lot, nice
garage and well Just off
280. Near lake. Call 436-
2733





ment, South 16th Street,
753-6809.
FOR RENT 100 acres for
















Also female Collie free




$75. Three months old.
Call 753-7506, or can be
seen 34A Shady Oaks
Trailer Park.
A TOUCH of Nature
surrounds this
beautifully kept brisk on
picturesque 2 acre
lot.. Some of the special




months, 72 x 15 patio fer
summer cook-outs., and
mud), much more! May






manager. Good benefits, vacation,
profit sharing, good working con-
ditions, experience preferred.
Applr in person at Roses

























































































































AGE 13 THE MURRAY, Ky., LEDGER TIMES, Monday, April 24, 191$
OPEN SHOP 11/1111 C
21=1111111
- ACRES:LON for rent
Or-sate-. $30 -per month.
City water and sewage.
- Roberts Estates, 3 miles




bedroom n home on la
-3-acre lot only minutes
•from city limits. Home
_features Study, 1%
'.baths, central heat and
•71iir, .2 car i;ttached
garage Lot has nice
....shrubs and trees; in-
cluding some fruit trees,
and fenced backyard.
Prione Kopperud Realty,
753-1222 or visit ou,r,
conveniently located










land. It is perfect for
you if  yow, enjoy









































lly kept break on
que 2 acre






























close to schools and
shopping. Priced to sell









across the street to the
---univeraity-frem--this-
well-kept older home -
with three bedrooms,
two baths, Central ias
heat and a half
basement. There is also
an extra plus with a
three room upstairs
apartment with outside
entrance. If you are
looking for a house
_ _prleed inthe mid-forties--




NEW LISTING 35 acres








lakeview 101 in a
- prestige restricted area.
• -akar e acre
parcels only one mile
from lake. Call John C.
Neubauer, realtor, 505
Main St., Murray. 753-
0101 or 753-7531.
Purdom & Thurman









Moody Realty Co. 901-
642-5093, Bill Moody 642-
6092,
R E ALT ORS
kozeg rut










Large L.R. and 'large
kitchen breakfast bar,
good deep well sitting on
1 acre, full basement
listed at $25,500. Nelson
ShroatCa.alsallsits,_746. -
=MI
IN SEARCH of ... a
1111mrner retreat? We
have lake properly




Subdivision ... lots and
homes. Make an in-
vestment your whole








With The Friendly Touch"
SHORT WALK TO- SELLING- LAND an&
QR-Es--- -via la At -01111C-11114-acren-riewlk let suziI GT 380,_
-SCHOOLS: - . Continuous excellent eondition. 1871
creek water. Bound on Plymouth Barracuda-,
South by 121 Highway, $300. Call 759-1516.
on East by county road.
Registered polled 1967 SUZUKI 200 CD, low
Hereford cows and bred miles, excellent con-
heifers. Gall 436-5324. dition. Call 489-2773,after
-•" 6 p.m.
_0117*U/sled feattae Syndieste Inc q. 24
"BE CAREFUL OF 3OGGR51
HERMAN-Or
45. farms For Sale 47 Motorcycles
listed this 2 bedroom,-
--I bath home has wall-
to-wall carpet,
draperies included.
Gas heat. Corner lot
and Priced to Sell.
$23,500. Boyd Majors-
Real Estate, 105 N.
12th.
_1111111111111111=1.11 111----_
have a wide-variety of
building lots - located
near tosan and -alio Lahr-.
löts iii Keniana, Pine
Bluff Shore and
: Panorama Shores. Let
___Aur4ipuw._ you- what.ss*-










Prof emtiona Secs, zees
With The Friendly Touch"
We have that mini-
farm y,pu've been
waiting fbr on Hwy.
No. 1828. Permieter
feneed. 3 bedroom, 2
bath Brick Veneer,
central heat & air,
entry hall, large kit-
chen, dining area,












P46.4.44" H 't IGOB ON THURSDAYS .1!°S/31a
'Fri. it Se. 8-240 • Calls
." *Hair Cuts *Shoves
WI Walnut Street.
Call this number after 5:00 to assure
prompt service next day, 753-3685 -
 night appointments.
cuy.Sp,ann Realty
"r- --"6Vit ley-People -
In Reel Estate"
753-7724
101 Sotswariro Mornay, Ky.
DEAR AD READER:
! !Love This House!! It's
--Iodated in walking 
-----dtsrance Of shopping
centers, grocery stores
and school. .3 bedroom
brick with rec room and
den, fenced in brick and
wood patio, priced in the
30's. ..Can't wait to tell
you more about it. Call






Utak Jeffs Shopping Cons,
79 ACRES FOR SALE -
just listed. Property has
35 tendable acres, some
timber and lots of
scenic, private building
_sites. Drive down your




priced - 30's. Phone us
today for more in-










LAKE HOME - Picture a pretty house and
panoramic view of Kentucky Lake for year
around living. Three bedroom, two fireplaces, a
convenient kitchen and 3-car garage. This home






Bill Itaybwn 7594900 Marry Patio-son 4926302
Geri Anderson 753-7932 Goorri Golialkor 75341 29 •
Kopparvii 7531 t22
limartffsi lisdh001 NM so thi•
ISO woo farm with lots of
higiono frostings Yids is s
Isiglity eraivetive faro with
12 toad& gems, completoly
fonoid, 080 pow& hones,
also tolhoo72misirs a mnd ha
Al this 1 *el on Tockiir•
Garliod Rd. only mimeos
fro orm M ro on nontoist
side of tawny
Wens 1V. Arts'? Then take •
Welk se this home locitad es
441 14 ass intisstos from
item. Nice wooded lett HO,
OR sod Stows. tarps per.
eft wri POO. tots of Soso
--Oat. hos wed or.
ItOrlog $45,410.
VS1-3/61 Attrinte
44 lots for Sale
LOTS FOR SALE lake




• NEED A FARM? 79




Ras stockbanianci3 , 1974 HONDA 756. Four SALES-- -Your friendly sewer cleaning.-Call 753_ sea-ling-, -pat-eli-in-c-_-_-_-_-FENCE.SALLgLat
outbuildings - aam-. - - - Stripia free now. all Sears 753-2310
more information con- 
Tor 
jammer. 7,000 miles. trailers, pop ups, used 
Call '753-6010. campers and toppers. J AND R Pool Con- 




46. Homes for Sale
:HOU WITH 12 acres
-land, extra nice.' Two 'TRUCK TIRE 8-75 x 16.5,  
FOR SALE: 1976bedroom brick, shop. less than 3,000 miles. WANT TO CARE or lessons. Call 753-1593.Winebago motor home.- Other outbuilding. $25. Call 489-2773 after 5
Call 753-8681 after 5:00 p. elderly lady, $300.00 perPriced to sell. Call 753- p.m.
month. Phone 527-9073 SEPTIC TANK PUM-m.0430 or 753-8131.
or 1200 Longview Drive. PING. Residential and302 CHEVROLET V-8 
- 
THREE' BEDROOM WESTERN' KY. Travel  commercial. Rex Camp- naotoiniad.transmisnon
brick home with garage  ' Trailer Salm and Ser- 1011.F.V1VIA_ CARPET-- ---70,3•6953- '• 4111a242 • .-Vtcle; -Route 6/T and 144, Servicei.
Cac4, Ky. Cali-102-622- - Reasonable rates. Free-
8507. estimates. We take
FOR MORE PRONE REMITS
196$ PLYMOUTH Fury _
III. Good condition.
51,000 miles. Call 436-
5870 after 5 p.m.
1991 CHEVROLET
Impala in good Con-
dition. Cat 753-9634 after
5 p.m.
19631 CHEVY Impala, 4
door.- Call 767-4254.
19'73 CADILLAC Sedan
De Ville. 16-FM stereo,





1973 GREMLIN - 6 cyl•:'
straight shift. Gets 47--





'1972 16' TRAVEL trailer
Slumber Wagon. Extra
clean. Call 753-6345 or




exterior. Also dry wall




TER, interior or ex-






No costly footings or
foundations. 100 percent
fireproof • masonary
produtt. Less than the
51. Service; Offered
WILL HAUL rock, lime
and sand. Call 382-2646.
INSULATION BLOWN
IN by Sears saye on
these high heat and
cuoling bills. Call Sears
753-2310 for free
estimates.
DO YOU -awed- stumps
removed from your yard
or land cleared of
Stumps? We can remove
Wan* 1*---tol-- 
beneath ground. Leaves
only sawdust and chips.
Call for free Estimate,
Steve Shaw, 753-9490 or ,
cest d natural  Bob Kernp, 4354343.
Use for interior or -
tenor. An excellent do- PLOWING, discing and
it-yourself project or we bushogging. Call 753-





Tenn. 38242. Phone 901-
642-1328.




Sears 7534310 for free
estimates.
QUALITY SERVICE
CoMpany Inc. Air con-







roofs sealed. Call Jack
Glover 753-1873 after 5p.
m. or weekend.
SPRAY PAINTING of all
kinds. Metal roofs,
barns, -farms and
homes. , Call Ralph
Worley, 436-Z63.
WILL MOW lama in -
Murray and around
lake. Call 436-2563. -
ALL TYPES backboe and
-keptic tank work. Field
Alla lines installed, 28
years experience.
• Licensed through Health
Department. Call Rex
Camp, 753-5933. -









tact Jim McDougal, 
REALTOR route 8, - Complete line of parts_ 
tractor. Custom builL . wET EASEmENT?_All at discount prices.
EtenfoiC,Ii 5274261 or'4.-1513F*1°, NDA 116,
Call 759-1071. and accessories. We 
vinyl lined pools.
Open Monday-Saturday, 
, Several sizes. Water
Valley 355-2838 or 328-service what we sell..
12:30 until 6 p.m. East 54 
4 8567.
Tq a.m. till ? Sunday,  
Highway 4 miles from
Murray. Call 753-0605.
Larry Wisehart,
16' CAMPER Man-0  -President. Phone 753- 
CARPET CLEANING at
War, sleeigy.1.-Rairiath ̀  , LIC EN S ED -tiny- uLav. 
-reasonable rates.MX 250 YAMAHA. Ex- _-----..-r----is floss




plumbing.jaeating and ' 
Custom Carpet Care,. -
753-1335.
offer. Call 7a3-0650. - 
EKLLTOPPING -  
1077 HARLEY DAVISON
1200 Super Glide. $2850. -
Call 767-6539 or 395-4329.
48 Automotive Service
make wet basements WILL MOW lawns and do
dry, work completela•' yard work. Call 489-2460.
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Con- WILL PLOW or disc
struction Co., Route 2, gardens. Also bushog
Box 409 A. Paduoak Ky. any size job. Call 753-
42001. Phone day or 6160 ask for Will Ed
, night 442-7026. from 4 to 12 p.m.
encF1-4,2 bath. Located in -
Westwood Subdivision.
Call 753-5685.
AT KY. LAKE -
bedroom, living room,"
bath, kitchen with






doors, patio, 80 x 70 ft.,
shaded yard. $25,000.
Owner Russell Nash,




• house, bath, utility, on
Gilbert Street in Hazel.
Wall to wall carpet, good













acres of land. $30.000. .8
mile off airport road.
Call 753-0814.
THREE ISEDVOM, 1
bath, carport on College




from city limits. 3.3
acres of privacy.
Private lake. Beautiful
wdod park area, barn
suitable for horses, shop
and storage building,
large 2 bedroom house,
fully carpeted lots 'of
closets and cabinets.
Contractor will expand
to 3 or 4 bedroom to
your specificatiohs with
,commitment Priced in
low's 40's Call 753-9850.
HOME FOR SALE 4 Year
old 3 bedroom, 2 full
baths, dishwasher,
altkiKtAc-...ALatte, 'part,:s  .
basement, on large lot in '.1;-.0.1 K 215". Buick con-
Keniana Subdivision, vertible, white with red
Call 436-2473. interior. Ne* tires. Very
rare. Call 436-2427-
49.Used Cars 8 Tiucks
1976 CHEVY CAPRIC
Classic. A-I condition
Exits of, extras. Call 753-
2858 after 4 p.m.
1977 FOUR WI:TEL drive
Chevrolet 34 ton. Power












floor, blue with blue
interior. Swivel bucket
seats, steering, brakes
and air. $1350. Call 435-
4237.
10711-7,4EGA GT, - air
condition. Must sell. Call
753-9849.
DODGE WALK-IN van.
Good condition - ideal
caatiping vehicle.
Inquire at 605 Main
Street, Boone Cleaners.
1978 PINTO, excellent
condition. Saver. Can be











Black on black on black.
Call 435-4429.
47 Motorcycles
1874 125 YAMAHA MX,






1952 Willys 2 door car,
.restorable condition -
Best offer. Call 753-4954
. or 753-7230 after 5 pm











pride in our work. Call




.. TRICIAN. prompt ef-
ficient service. aro job too
small. Call Eratst
White, 753-0100.
'Fun YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work needs.' -
NEED TREES Or., Also septic tank
shrubbery cut or cleaning. Call John Lane.
trimmed? Call L George Phone - 753-8669 or 436- -
Landolt, 753-4707. 5348.
. NOTICE
Mini Warehouse space available, large 28' x 24'
or 14' x 24'. 10' 3(10' doors, ceiling over 12' high,
large enough for almost any job. Ideal for a











with white spot on chest.
Three months old. Call
753-3594.
MANAGER TRAINEE
MEN-OR WOMEN • _
possibilities ran be yours after 6 noses=rtraining. Earn $15,000 to $35,000 a year b.
assigernent a •
I willstart you with up to $1,000. month guaranteed commission, ,
mid you tO sets* tor: .wwsks, expenses paid, train you in the
dirkidsaing sod servicing established business accounts.
Hospital and other fringe benefits available.
TO QUALIFY: 21 or over, have car, bondable; be sports minded,
ambitious, am:minded.
Openings In.eas at Kentucky.
'Call for personal interview
Es. Nonwstick
1-1100-251-0112
ON as Apra 24,15.24
Fro. 140 a.o. to 6:110 p.m.




.(This alphabetised page will run weekly - dip it from
the paper and sore for handy reference)
Hinman's Rentals
House, garden, auto, sewer, power and concrete fools
and etc.
753-5703















































Silver Fish & Shrubs
Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control
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Scene7s From The Kentucky State Charity Horse Show
/ STAFF PHOTOS BY 
. 
Jim Wilson of Jackson, Tenn., adjusts the harness on his pony prior to performing.
On rider couldn't help showing off his horse during a performance Saturday night
A walking horse goes through its
paces.
James H. Fleming, the horse show farrier, does a quick shoe change,during a performance.
Riders anxiously await the judges decision.
-of
*VIM
Dream Street Dude, winner in the Open Three Gaited Horse dass, is put into a pose pdsition for the. Ringmaster hones Cole checks
his drorasn schedule. 
James Nichols puts Dream Street bude through his paces in the
photographer.- Open Three Gaited claw
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